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1. 	 STATEMENT OF WORK 
The statement of work includes data analysis and supporting research 
in connection with the following broad objectives: 
(1) 	 Provide a precise and accurate geometric description of the 
earth's surface. 
(2) 	 Provide a precise and accurate mathematical description of 
the earth's gravitational field. 
(3) 	 Determine time variations of the geometry of the ocean 




2. 	 ACTMTIES RELATED TO TIHE NGSP 
(Grant No. NGL 36-008-093) 
2.1 Data Acquisition and Processing 
An updated position regarding the acquisition and processing of the 
data of the ISAGEX and WEST programs is given below. 
2.11 	 WEST Data 
The unified optical observation program, now known as WEST (Western 
-European Satellite Triangulation), was begun in 1966. The program was con 
ducted 	by a subcommittee of the LAG (International Association of Geodesy). 
The program was formally terminated in 1972 (Resolution No. 1, Sixth Meeting 
of the Subcommittee in 1972). During the program approximately 3,500 simul­
taneous plates were acquired. 
The Department of Geodetic Science is examining the possibility of 
including data from the WEST campaign in the OSU WN-14 worldwide solution 
for two reasons: firstly, to strengthen station coordinates which are presently 
included in WN-14; and secondly, to add selected new stations where appropriate. 
'.The WEST data was given to OSU in two forms. The first form consisted 
of cards in two sets. One set contained the direction cosines, referred to 
the Greenwich Hour Angle/Declination coordinate system, for single fictitious 
images for each plate for all simultaneous events. The other set contained 
information on the standard errors associated with the direction data. The 
second form contained the direction cosines of seven fictitious events for each 
plate for all simultaneous events. No specific information concerning the 
precision of this data was received although -some information was, derived from 
the earlier data. 




DCB characteristics RECFM = FB, LIRECL = 80,
 
BLKSIZE = 8000 
File No. 1 Single image direction cosines 
Preceding page blank 
File No. 2 Standard errors associated with single 
images 
File No. 3 Seven image direction cosines 
Steps were taken to use the single image data when it arrived. 
OSU did not hold any program which could reduce this type of data at 
first, but another program (OSUGOP) used for similar data was modified. 
Previously OSUGOP had been used to reduce the BC-4 seven image data and 
was later modified by Dr. J. P. Reilly to accept single image observations. 
By the time of this last mentioned modification, however, the seven-image 
data had been received, hence there are no further intentions of pursuing 
this aspect of the computations. 
The WEST data will eventually be added to the WN-14 solution 
by combination of normal equations. In order to generate these 
and assess the internal consistency of the data, closed figures will need 
to be identified. These will then be computed as an independent netvork. 
Residuals and standard errors at the stations will indicate the quality 
of the data. Since all data has been preprocessed in a consistent manner, 
it should be of high quality. 
During the WEST campaign a series of bulletins was distributed 
which documented the current status of the operation and also gave 
information concerning the definition of the participating stations, coor­
dinates, movements, etc. To eliminate some of the confusion an attempt 
has been made to identify all stations in WEST, ISAGEX and the VN-14 
net which are identical and then obtain ties between the remaining stations 
which are in close proximity and have been connected. Correspondence 
was initiated with Mr. Gunther of Computer Sciences Corporation in this 
regard. It is not expected, however, that the problem will ever be 
completely resolved. 
2.12 ISAGEX Data 
The Centre National d'Etudes Spatiales has provided OSU with data 
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acquired during the ISAGEX satellite observation compaign. The data 
consists of 5,186 laser ranges and 3,562 optical observations which were 
purported to be simultaneous. The intenttion behind the acquisition of this 
data was to examine its suitability for inclusion (either in whole or in part) 
in the OSU WN-14 solution which contains some unacceptably large uncer­
tainties in the area of Western Europe. Because most of these stations 
had participated in the ISAGEX campaign, it was expected that their uncer­
tainties could be reduced. 
A number of dynamic solutions have been made by other agencies 
using both optical and laser data from ISAGEX. The interest at OSU was 
to make solutions in the geometric mode. 
The laser data was examined for simultaneity by computing the obser­
vation times at the satellite in International Atomic Time for all data. 
Thase times were then examined for simultaneity. The OSU program 
GEOMSG which was to have been used for the solution, defines simultaneity 
in terms of a discrepancy of 0.2 ms. Using this definition no simultaneous 
observations were detected. 
Examination of the optical data was more complicated. The first 
test was to discover the amount of data which was simultaneous by using 
the above criterion. This would show whether further processing was 
warranted. A wider definition of simultaneity was used to accomodate 
possible variations in observation times which would arise from prepro­
cessing. Approximately 10% of the data satisfied the test, indicating that 
further examination was warranted. 
The requirements for preprocessing were considered. The ISAGEX 
Data Handling Booklet, No. 16 [April, 1973] provided most of the informa­
tion required; and other data was extracted from the remaining ISAGEX 
publications. A summary of the information extracted can be seen in the 
attached table. The summary indicated that preprocessing by OSU was 
possible but not practical due to limited resources. Wolf Research and 
Development Corp. offered to undertake preprocessing of the data using their 
GEODYN program, suitably modified. The offer was accepted. 
5. 
Observations made on satellites GEOS I, GEOS UI, DIADEME-C 
and DIADEME-D were preprocessed initially because their orbital elements 
were available at Wolf for the observational period. Elements for iVIMAS 
and PAGEOS were later provided by SAO. 
The preprocessed data was then tested for simultaneity and a total 
of 353 observations proved satisfactory. Before including the data in 
the WN-14 solution it was to be tested for acceptable quality. The test 
was to consist of performing solutions using only ISAGEX simultaneous 
data. If the data was satisfactory the normal equations so generated were 
to be added to the WN-14 solution directly. 
Of the simultaneous data, only observations' between stations 1147, 
8009, 8010, 8034 and 9004 formed a closed net. Consequently -the data 
from these stations -was extracted and a number of solution runs were made. 
Very large residuals resulted even after a number of iterations. The 
constraints imposed were as follows: 
"inner" constraint 
station coordinates for 8ub 
chord distance for the line 8010 - 9006 
station heights for all stations. 
Station heights were found by adding levelled heights to geoidal undulations 
,computed for the stations under consideration. 
Station 1147 showed very large residuals and was removed; then 
the solution was repeated. Variances and weights were altered in accor­
dance with the estimated variance of an observation of unit weight. Although 
the residuals were greatly reduced, they remained unacceptably large. 
Furthermore the variances of the resulting station coordinates were also 
very large. The residuals were tabulated and compared with those from 
the current WN-14 solution and were found to be larger by a factor of 
about 100. 
The position will be re-examined on receipt of preprocessed data for 
MIDAS 4 and PAGEOS from Wolf Research & Development Corp. 
A summary of the status of ISAGEX data held at OSU is given in 
Attachment 1. A sununary of the preprocessing in respect to the data held 
at CNES is given in Attachment 2. 
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Attachment 1 (§ 2.12) 
Status of ISAGEX Data Held at OSU 
CNES has sent three sets of printouts containing ISAGEX 
observations data: 
a. 	 The first set is dated September 1973. 
b. 	 The second set is dated December 1973 and was 
accompanied by a magnetic tape on which the data 
was recorded. The tape has been retained. A 
listing of simultaneous observations was also included. 
Tape is numbered No. 1. 
c. 	 The third set is dated April 1974 and was accompanied 
by a magnetic tape on which the data was recorded. 
The tape has been retained. This is Tape No. 2 and 
is the revised version of Tape No. 1. 
Note that CNES tapes are written in 7 track, 556 bpi, even 
parity, the characteristics of which are given below: 
The data is held in both cards and card images on magnetic tape. 
TAPES: 
Tape No. 1 and Tape No. 2 have been received from CNES.
 
Tape No. 2 has been designated ID WN0004.
 
We have an additional tape, ID WN0003.
 
The revised Tape No. 2 that was received from CNES,
 
contains both laser and optical ISAGEX data current as of February
 






Record length 80 
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Attachment 1 (§ 2.12) 
(Continued - 2) 
Block size 80 
Tape ID WN0004 
Tape No. 2. 
The data has been transcribed in identical format onto 	OSU tape 




Record length 80 
Block size 8000 
Tape ID WN0003 
Label=(, BLP). 
File No. I Laser data. Unaltered. 5186 records. 	 Most recent data, 
raw format. 
File No. 2 Optical data. Unaltered. 3562 records. 	 Most recent data, 
raw format. 
File No. 3 Both laser and optical combined. Reformatted as follows: 
Laser Section 



























































80 1 Observation typ~e 
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Attachment 1 (§ 2.12) 
(Continued - 3) 
Optical Section 
Column Characters 
1 1 Quality index 
2 2 Year 
4 2 Month 
6 2 Day 
8 11 Time - hours, min, sec 
19 4 Station number 
23 6 Satellite number 
29 5 Film number 
34 9 Right ascension 
43 9 Declination 
52 BLANK 
53 3 Timing accuracy 
56 1 Index for observation type 
57 1 Reference system index 
58 1 Camera type 
59 7 Time scale correction 
66 5 Correction to UT1 
71 6 Observation accuracy 
77 3 Time scale code 
File No. 4 	 As for No. 3, but in chronological sequence (by raw time). 
File No. 5 	 Optical data in chronological sequence (in UT1) in original 
CNES format. 
CARDS: 
Data set A - ISAGEX optical in chronological sequence. All 
observations have been reduced to the same time 
scale (UTI). Not preprocessed (File No. 5). 
Data set B - ISAGEX laser in chronological sequence. All 
observations have been reduced to the same time 
scale (UTi), at the satellite, at the instant of 
reflection. 
Data, set C - ISAGEX optical, preprocessed, arranged in 
chronological sequence. 
Data set D -ISAGEX optical, preprocessed, as received, 
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Attachment.2 (§ 2.12) 
Summary of Data Preprocessing as Held at CNES 
Agency/Station SAO GRGS ASTRO- ONDREJOV/ BRITISH DUTCH SWISS 
SOVJET POTSDAM 
of date True of date Mean,1950.0 Mean,1950.0Coordinate System Mean,1950.0 Mean,1950.C 	Men,1950. 0 True 
Corrected for Di­
urnal Aberration No No No Yes Yes No No 
Corrected for Pai 
Noallactic Refractkn No No No 1181 only Yes No 
Time Given At plate At plate 	 Flash and Flash and Flash Flash flash 
at plate at plate 
Corrected for An­
nual Aberration Yes No No Yes Yes No Yes 
Mode of Obser­
vation Stationary Dakar Sidereal Stationary Sidereal 




Applied Yes No N/A Not known Not known Not known Not known 
Time Scale Used AS 	 Passive Passive Passive,UTC 
Station UTI(USSR) 
Clock 
All active observations recorded as GEOS-2 flash times. 
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2.2 Determination of Transformation Parameters 
2.21 Modification of the Veis-model 
Subsequent to inclusion of transformation modes [section 2.21 of the 
Fourteenth Semiannual Status Report of OSURF, Project No. 3820 A-i, 
January through June 1974], our program was modified to obtain Veis's 
model rotation angles from Molodensky's angles which have been obtained 
directly from direction cosines. 
If w , 4 , E and dA, d, d 7 are the respective angles of Molodensky's 








cos osin Xo 
cos Xo 







Further, applying the principle of propagation of errors, 
where 
Zcipdddd? = G Zwqc G', (2) 
EdAdid is the variance-covariance matrix for dA, d, dc, 





cos:Po sin xo 
cos Xo 
sin PC sin Xo 
cos Po cos Xo 
-sin Xo 
sin Po cos Xo 
The information vide equation (1) and (2) above can then be used as weighted 
constraints in our standard seven parameter solutions. Earlier Veis-model 
solutions were without these constaints. 
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The above modification was then used to obtain fresh solutions in respect 
of four major datums viz North American, European, South American and 
Australian- superseding Tables 2.2-2, 2.2-5, 2.2-9 and 2.2-11 of the 
reference quoted above. 
The 	results are given below: 
A. 	 Australian - WN14 (Table 2.2-1) 
B. 	 European 50 -- WN14 (Table 2.2-2) 
C. 	 North American 27 - WN14 (Table 2.2-3) 
D. 	 South American 1969 -> WN14 (Table 2.2-4) 
A summary of the results is presented in Table 2.2-5, which super­
sedes the corresponding results in Table 2.2-12 of the Fourteenth Semi­
annual Status Report. 
2.22 	The Vanicek-model 
A new model for correlating geodetic datums with satellite systems 
was presented at the International Symposium on Problems Related to the 
Redefinition of North American Geodetic Networks, May 20-25, 1974, 
Fredericton, N.B., Canada by P. Vanicek. The salient features of 
the model are: 
(a) 	 The fundamental system for reference is taken as the
 
Average Terrestrial System (ATS).
 
(b) 	 The satellite system is assumed to have the same origin
 
as ATS but not the same orientation, i.e., three rotation
 




(c) 	 Any geodetic datum is related to ATS through three translations, 
one scale and one orientation parameter. In this model Vanicek 
showed that a geodetic datum cm be made parallel with ATS by means of 
a single rotation (A) about the ellipsoidal normal at the origin 

















Model Parameters Parameters Parameters Parameters Parameters. Parameters Parameters Parameters 
31.7±:1.4 - 96.6±3.0Au -157.0-1.8 - 99.4:4.4 -
Av - 59.1±1.8 -132.0±4.5 142.3h1.3 - 13.7* 3.0 
A w 131.2±2.0 -116.0±4.3 177.3± 1.2 - 29.4± 3.2 
1.20±0.71 6.75± 0.84 - 0.809:0.27 6.67.+0.59SA *10 6 
- 0.33±0.05 - 0.02:0.11
- 0.35±:0.14 0.51±0.21 
0' - 0.254-0.33 - 0.2940.10 - 0.03± 0.13.49:0.24 
0. 84:0.06 - 0. 66:0.171. 31:0.19 0.15± 0.21c 
Table 2.2-1 
Australian National to WN-14 (Veis Model) 
DU DV DW DELTA ALPHA KSI ETA 
METERS METERS METERS (XI.D+6) SECONDS SECONDS SECONDS 
-156.97 -59.14 131.23 1.20 -0*35 0.49 1.31 
± 1.85 ± 1.82 ± 2.03 + 0.71 + 0.14 + 0.24 + 0.19 
VARIANCE - COVARIANCE MATRIX 
S02= 0.48
 
0.341D+01 0,615D-02 0.258D-01 0.511D-07 0,383D-08 -0.255D-07 -0.264D-06
 
0.615D-02 0.331D+01 0.444D-01 0.172D-06 0.818D-07 0.217D-06 -0.537D-07
 
0,258D-01 0.444D-01 0.410D+01 -0.90aD-07 0.141D-06 0.319D-06 -0.219D-06
 
0.511D-07 0.172D-06 -0.903D-07 0.507D-12 -0.880D-14 0.139D-13 0.556D-15
 
0.383D-08 0.818D-07 0.141D-06 -0.880D-14 0.461D-12 -0.176D-13 -0.234D-13
 
-0.255D-07 0.217D-06 0.319D-06 0.139D-13 -0.176n-13 0.134D-11 -0.435D-12
 




0.100D+01 0.183D-02 0.690D-02 0.389D-01 0,305D-02 -0.119D-01 -0.154D+00 
0.183D-02 0,100D+01 0.120D-01 0.133D+00 0.662D-01 0.103D+00 -0.3190-01 
0.690D-02 0.1200-01 0.100D+01 -0.626D-01 0.102D+00 0.136D+00 -0.117D+00 
0.3890D-01 0,1330+00 -0.626D-01 0.100D+01 -0.182D-01 0.169D-01 0.843D-03 
0.305D-02 0.662D-01 0.102D+00 -0.182D-01 0.100D+01 -0.224D-ni -0.371D-01 
-0.119D-01 0.103D+00 0.136D+00 0,1690-01 -0.224D-01 O.IOOD+01 -0.4060+00 
-0.154D+00 -0.319D-01 -0.117D+00 0.843D-03 -0.371D-01 -0.406D+00 0.100D+01 
NOTE : THE POSITIVE ROTATIONS ARE TOWARDS SOUTH
 
EAST 9 AND ALONG FLLIPSOIDAL NORMAL UPWARDS.
 
Note: Scale factor and rotation parameters constrained. 
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Table 2.2-1 (Continued) 
RESIDUALS V
 
VI(AUSoNAT.) V2( WN- 14 3 VI - V2
 
6023 0.9 -0.4 -2.9 6023 -0.8 0.4 1.8 1.7 -0.8 -4.8
 
6032 1.0 1.2 0.7 60-32 -0.9 -1.2 -0.5 2.0 2.4 1.2
 
6060 -1.9 -0.8 1.9 6060 1.8 0.7 -1.4 -3.7 -1.5 3.2
 





ED-50 to WN-14 (Veis Model) 
DU .DV DW DELTA ALPHA, KSI ETA 
METERS METERS METERS (X1.D+6) SECONDS SECONDS SECONDS 
-99.43 -132.00 -115.98 6.75 0.51 -0.25 0.15 
± 4.39 ± 4.54 + 4.34 + 0.84 ± 0.21 + 0.33 + 0.21 
VARIANCE - COVARIANCE MATRIX 
S02= 1.03
 
0.193D+02 0.187D+00 0.172D+00 -0.153D-06 0.122D-06 -0.106D-05 -0.722D-08
 
0.187D+00 0.206D+02 O.IOOD+00 -0.129D-06 0.479D-06 -0.531D-06 0.248D-06
 
0.172D+OO 0.100D+00 0.188D+02 0.316D-06 0.1890D-06 -0.611D-06 0.667D-07
 
-0.153D-06 -0o.i29D-06 0.316D-06 0.700D-12 -0.149D-14 -0.108D-15 0.808D-15
 
0.122D-06 0.479D-06 0.189D-06 -0.149D-14 0.102D-11 -0.631D-12 -0.226D-13
 
-0.106D-05 -0.53ID-06 -0.6 1 ID- 0 6 -0.108D-15 -0.631D-12 0.2610-11 -0.289D-15
 




0.100D+01 0.936D-02 0.901D-02 -0.417D-01 0.276D-01 -0.149D+00 -0.161D-02 
0.936D-02 0.100D+01 0.5080-02 -0.339D-01 0#105D+00 -0.724D-01 0.537D-01 
0.901D-02 0.508D-02 0.100D+01 0.870D-01 0.432D-01 -0.8730-01 0.151D-01 
-0.417D-01 -0.339D-01 0.870D-01 0.100D+01 -0,177D-n2 -0.801D-04 0.948D-03 
0.276D-01 0.105D+00 0.432D-01 -0.1770-02 O.IOOD+01 -0.387D+00 -0.220D-01 
-0.149D+00 -0.724D-01 -0.873D-01 -0.801D-04 -0.387D+00 0.100D+01 -0.176D-03 
-0.161D-02 0.537D-01 0.151D-01 0.948D-03 -0.22D-nl -f0.176D-03 0.1n0D+01 
NOTE : THE POSITIVE ROTATIONS ARE TOWARDS SOUTH 
EAST , AND ALONG ELLIPSOIDAL NORMAL UPWARDS. 
Note: Scale factor and rotation parameters constrained. 
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Table 2.2-2 (Continued) 
RESIDUALS V
 
V1( ED- 50) V2( WN- 14 ) Vi - V2 
6006 0.1 -1.1 0.4 6006 -2.9 33.2 -12.0 2.9 -34.3 12.4 
6015 0.1 0.0 0.1 6015 -12.4 -4.3 -14.6 12.4 4.3 14.7 
6016 0.3 -1.2 -0.0 6016 -13.1 35,0 1.1 13.4 -36.2 -101 
6065 0.2 -1.1 -0.2 6065 -3.3 14.1 3.1 3.5 -15.3 -3.3 
8009 -2.7 0.1 0.6 8009 9.5 -0.2 -3.3 -12.2 0.3 3.9 
8010 -1.3 1.6 1.0 8010 10.1 -5.8 -8.7 -11.4 7.3 9.7 
8011 -0.5 10.0 0.2 8011 3.9 -30.7 -2.1 -4.3 40,6 2.2 
8015 -0.2 5.4 0.0 8015 1.4 -12.1 -0.1 -1.6 17.4 0.1 
8019 -0.0 1.8 -0.0 8019 0.9 -17.6 0.7 -1.0 19.3 -0o.7 
8030 -1.7 7.7 0.7 8030 5.8 -11.9 -2.9 -7.4 19.5 3.6 
9004 0.1 1.9 0.0 9004 -7.3 -19.8 -3.0 7.4 21.7, 3.1 
9006 -1.5 0.4 -0.2 9006 6.0 -8.4 3.9 -7.5 8.8 -4.1 
9008 -0.5 0.9 0.7 9008 7.5 -15.7 -12.5 -8.1 16.6 13.3 
9091 -0.2 5.7 -0.3 9091 5.9 -23.6 6.9 -6.1 29.3 -7.2 
9426 0.4 1.6 -0.3 9426 -2.6 -8.2 4.4 3.1 9.9 -4.7 
9431 -0.5 14.0 -3.6 9431 1.4 -70.5 32o4 -1.9 84.5 -36.0 







NAD-27 to WN-14 (Veis Model)
 
DU DV DW DELTA ALPHA KSI ETA 
METERS METERS -METERS (XI.D+6) SECONDS SECONDS SECONDS 
-31.71 142.34 177.32 -0.80 -0.33 -0.29 0.84 
±t 1.35 + 1.26 + 1.23 + 0.27 + 0.05 + 0.10 + 0.06 
VARIANCE - COVARIANCE MATRIX 
S02= 0.76
 
0.182D+01 -0.258D-02 -0.280D-02 -0.724D-07 0.189D-07 0.113D-07 0.871D-08
 
-0.258D-02 0.159D+01 0.154D-02 0.103b-07 0.320D-07 0.851D-07 -0.544D-07
 
-0.280D-02 0.154D-02 0.151D+01 0.207D-07 0.370D-07 0.214D-07 0.40nD-07
 
-0.724D-07 0.103D-07 0.207D-07 0.734D-13 -0.171D-15 0.256D-15 0.118D-15
 
0.189D-07 0.320D-07 0.370D-07 -0.171D-15 0.618D-13 -0.504D-14 -0.448D-14
 
0.113D-07 0.851D-07 0.214D-07 0.256D-15 -0.5fA4D-14 0.247D-12 0,105D-13
 




0.100D+01 -0.151D-02 -0.169D-02 -0.198D+00 0.563D-01 0#169D-01 0.2280-01 
-0.15ID-02 0.IOOD+01 0.992D-03 0.302D-01 0.102D+00 0.136D+00 -0.152D+00 
-0.169D-02 0.092D-03 O.IOOD+01 0.621D-01 0,121D+00 0.350D-01 n.115D+0O 
-0.198D+00 0.302D-01 0.621D-01 OlOD+01 -0.254D-02 0;190D-02 0.154D-02 
0.563D-01 0.102D+00 0.121D+00 -0.254D-02 0.100D+01 -0.408D-01 -0.637D-01 
0.169D-01 0.136D+00 0.350D-01 0.190D-02 -0.408D-01 O.100D+01 0.748D-01 
0.228D-01 -0.152D+00 0.115D+00 0.154D-02 -0.637D-01 0.748D-01 0.1O0D+01 
NOTF THE POSITIVE ROTATIONS ARE TOWARDS SOUTH
 
EAST , AND ALONG ELLIPSOIDAL NORMAL UPWARDS.
 
Note: Scale factor and rotation parameters constrained. 
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Table 2.2-3 (Continued) 
RESIDUALS V 
Vi( NAD-27 ) V2( WN- 14 ) V1 - V2 























1034 -2.9 1.8 1.2 1034 5.4 -5.4 -3.9 -8.3 7.1 5.0 


































3648 -1.1 0.2 1.5 3648 2.5 -0.8 -2.7 























4280 0.9 -1.0 -0.9 4280 -4.4 5.1 4.1 5.3 -6.1 -5.1 





















7036 -2.2 2.2 0.2 7036 4.5 -9.6 -0.7 -6.7 11.7 0.9 
7043 Ool -0.6 -0,9 7043 -0.5 5.8 6.4 0.5 -6.4 -7.3 






































SAD-69 to WN-14 (Veis Model 
DU DV DW DELTA ALPHA KSI ETA
 
METERS METERS METERS (X1.D+6) SECONDS SECONDS SECONDS
 
-96.57 -13.67 -29.36 -6.67 -0.02 -0.03 -0.66
 
4 3.02 ± 3.02 ± 3.15 ± 0.59 + 0.11 + 0.13 ± 0.17 
VARIANCE - COVARIANCE MATRIX 
S02= 0.97
 








-0.202D+00 0.697D-01 0.989D+01 -0.410D-06 -0.317D-06 0.928D-07 

0.419D-06 0.231D-06 -0.4100-06 0.352D-12 0.436D-16 0.294D-14 -0.137D-14
 
-n.271D-06 -0.378D-07 -0.317D-06 0.436D-16 0.287D-12 0.319D-13 0.529D-13
 
0.244D-06 -0.266D-06 0.928D-07 0.294D-14 0.319D-13 0.417D-12 0.583D-13
 




0.100D+01 -O.188D-O -0.212D-01 0.234D+00 -0.167D+00 0.125D+00 -0.101D+00 
-0.188D-01 0.100D+01 	 0.734D-02 0.129D+00 -0.234D-01 -0.1360+00 0.337D+00
 
0.100D+01 -0.219D+00 -0.188D+00 0.950D-01

-0.212D-01 0.734D-02 0.457D-01 

0.234D+00 0.129D+00 -0.219D+00 0.100D+01 0.137D-03 0.767D-02 -0.283D-02
 
-0.167D+00 -0.234D-01 -0.188D+00 0.137D-03 O.100D+01 0.9?3D-01 0.1210+nO
 
0.125D+00 -0.136D+00 0.457D-01 0.767D-02 0.923D-01 0.100D+01 0.111D+00
 
-0.I01D+00 0,337D+00 0.950D-01 -0.283D-02 0.121D+00 0.111D+00 0.100D+01
 
NOTE : THE POSITIVE ROTATIONS ARE TOWARDS SOUTH 
EAST v AND ALONG ELLIPSOIDAL NORMAL UPWARDS. 
Note: Scale factor and rotLaion parameters constainecd. 
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Table 2.2-4 (Continued) 
RESIDUALS V
 
VIi SAD-69 I V2( WN- 14 ) Vi - V2 
--------------------
-
3414 4.1 -1.3 6.3 3414 -1.8 0.8 -3.0 5.9 -2.1 9.2 
3431 -1.0 2.5 0.1 3431 1.1 -3.7 -0.1 -2.() 6.2 0.2 
3477 16.3 2.3 13.9 3477 -10.1 -3.4 -9.8 26.3 5.8 23o7 
6008 0.0 0.3 2.0 6008 -0.3 -5.1 -14.6 0.4 5.4 16.6 
6009 -2.0 -1.0 -1.9 6009 9.9 5.4 7.1 -11.9 -6.4 -9.0 
6019 -0.1 -0.2 -0.8 6019 1.5 2.1 3.8 -1.6 -2.3 -4.6 
6067 -0.2 -0.5 -0.8 6067 2.8 7.4 7.5 -3.0 -7.9 -8.3 
9007 1.0 0.4 -1.2 9007 -1007 -2.9 3.9 I..8 3.3 -5.1 
9009 -0.5 0.0 -1.9 9009 5.8 -0.6 10.8 -6.3 0.6 -12.8 
9031 -5.0 1.6 2.2 9031 4.6 -1.3 -1. -9.6 2.9 3.3 
UNIT OF RESIDUALS (METERS) 
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(d) To avoid the singularity in the solution and add necessary 
strength, the model needs at least three datums well distri­
buted over the globe with minimum of three stations on each 
datum. 
The model is as under (a correction sheet to the original paper is 
given in Attachment 1): 
--
--) -4 -4 --4 	 -4 
Q(0,oE)Pi - Q(A)r - AL(ro + r1 ) - r., = d, 	 (3) 
where 
Q(w,,E) = [ 	 0 
0 	 sin (o -cos O sin Xo] 
Q(A)= A sino 	 0 COS4oCOS X. 
[: ospo sin o -cos cf¢o cos Xo 
(Po, Xo) 	 Coordinates of the initial point. 
A L 	 Scale factor for the datum. 
[ _- Position vector for point i in the satellite system. 
r = =-	 Position vector for the corresponding point i on the 
geodetic datum. 
1 





rso or Ay j 	 Position vector of datum origin defining three 
translation parameter.Az 
, ro + r1 - PI 
Note: Thus the unknowns to be considered are three parameters 
(o, $ , E) for the satellite system and five parameters ( rsG , A, 
AL) for each geodetic datum considered, i.e., a minimum of 
eighteen parameters with three datums. 
If P1%denotes a point "il falling on datum "j", then extending the above 
equation (3) to include more than one datum (j = 1, '2, 3), we can further 
modify as under: 
(4)BV + AX + W = 	 0 
where j j=2 j=3 
1 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 -1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 1 0 0 -0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 - 0 0 1st datum 
01 0 -1 0 0 0with k point,0 -1 1 0  0 
0 0110 0-i 	 0 
I -I 	 0 0 
B4 	 -- I . . 
I 0-I 	 0 
- 2nd datum 
with I points 
-

0 0 -1 
3rd dattun 
with m points 
I0 II 0 I -1-I 
3i = (k+ k + ) 
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Ii VvIL V,1 i. 12 12 .2 1 3 V s3 
X T - [c, 4, E, Ai,Axl AY1 Az ALA 2,Ax AY2 Az 2 AL 2 , 
A&S Ax 3 AY3 AzS AL 3 ] 
j= j =j2 J 3 
I Sij ist datun - with k points 
- .. -il-k 
I k 
-
_I I SI 1 0 2nd datum - with I points 
- -I -I-- l.­
1i 0 0 SJ 3rd datun - with m points 
-y z 01jwith R - 0 
-sin oj (VI - AVj) -1 0 0 -U, 
+cos (Dotsinxoj (w - Awj) 
0 -1 0sinqO 3 (u - Au) 

-Cos qj Cos Xoj (w1 - Aw
 
-cos oojsinxoj(U i - Auj) 0 0 -1 
+cos oj COS XoJ(v 1 - Avj) 
U - X 








. A test solution was run with four major datums viz Australian 
(3 points), South American (10 points), European 1950 (16 points) and 
North American (21 points) with corresponding 50 points from WN-14 




Transformations of four datums and the WN-14 System 
to the Average Terrestrial System (Vanicek Model) 
PEI FPFI' 0.N ,ELTA [tU DV CAwSC 6.L F 
SE ;D_ SEC.DS S.FCCtDS SECIN[ S VFTERS MFTEk- M,,FPS (X 1.[.6) 
0.E6 -0.35 0.1 -1-1.75 -54.21 1 -,1 1.10 tUWAT. 
+ 	 0.?o + 0I.33 4 -.2& + 0.1 + 8.11 + 8.78 + F.M-/ 1.97 
-F.7 -7Z.57 -43. -2C.CI -477 f 1[l,6-C 
+,' + 9.83 8.70 * *.,p- + 1.15 
0. 2 -)40.2 -- t1-7. .r .9t Fn 1950 
O.C +4.26 + C:.4 +15.0'- + 2.73 
-0.7 -IS. 49 137.33 17'1.. -rlA? ':4C, i427 
, l + 0.4? + 6.01 + 7.6. + p.35 + 1.10 
V/RI ACr-f ,VAP I7,q l F.f TIV IF IX 
.	 .. 
-11-13S C'_-r-12 -. 4TIt,1 uC --( ('3 (,[ - -t e . . ... - *.'7W
7. 	 1 . 2-,1 .-.. 7. ­
-.:.. S: -I? C.-2'&>(f;-tl" 0r6..- ,.t--ll .I$,'.-0-5."..-0-c.F"PF 13 .-. 
- . - - -. , - , -0. ( .7 f G r,r-. .	 1--7-3!­
7e. 0. 1 ._ 	 C I 
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Table 2.2-6 (Continued - 2) 
VAR 1ANCE-COVARI ANCE/CORRELATION MATRIX 
S02= 1.04 
0.30g35D+00 0.17E 90+00 -0.122240+00 0.F065D-01 0.65r450+02 -0.222580+0? 
0.217690D+02 0. 100B-4t'-04 -0.1L454 U-05 --O.102600+u2 -0.6560D+01 0.39863L +I 
-0.47763C-07 0.25720D-fi5 -0.810940+01 -0.177460+02 0.10820D+02 0.2300q[E-Oi 
0.11279D-06 -0.245LD+02 -0.481970+01 -0.666670+01. 0.812540-07
 
0.507E8400 -0.1IQ4tD+00 -0.3542flD+00 -0.22aF3D-01 -0.31231c,+00 0.77141C+02 
-0.172510+00 -0J54 1505 -0.2,223-05 -O.2.9 + t02 -0. 0449t+02 -0. 24c5t r.+0 
0.99818D-07 0.130440)-05 0.14969u+02 -0.4135F0+02 -0.44315-Dt01 0.57160D-07 
0.54617D-05 -0. 1[7 17D,+02 -0.1':873D+02 -0. 1704'3f+02 0.887720-07 
2,0.33151[ +00 -0.4bc'30i+00 -0. o0818D+00 -0.1 $0_,5'O O.2"2"+00 -0.24226D-0
 
-
0.65194D 02 0. 6-,19-O 0.16797u-05 -0-2t. 23UD+2 -C.4413tO+PI -0. tO420+0?
 
2 ;- -0.1 £RS4-05 0 .3?870r+0? -0.320O500-,? -0.21E7?rj+02 0. 77?t-E-07
 
u.75677[,-05 u.8P651D+O1 -0 .1 1?50+02 -0. 15762L'+02 0. 8535E9-OP
 
-0.129871.3-2 C. 134t, D-c 1 0.5 1-210U-02 -. 2 -10 C-01 (.7EZOG-00 -0.,.960[,+0f 
O.LPc2P,0 (0.24677--] -- 3 0.TlCr4-07 -0.?2070-., 0.]79?f5D-,-f7r1-0I 4.1 
-0.01 -.2D-1± 0'. 16563[0-13 -0 1L 162[F-06 0.69171D-07 0.12701D-0(6 -C'. 10E r-F,-I 
-u.30I153-13 -u. 12&1----0-u6 0.277$(6 [-07 .39171D-U7 U.25632D-1L5 
0.23147D+00 -f,.66260D+O0 0.601 7+00 --C . 53J4 0+00 --0. 2C,3A1+eC, -0. 12667C+00
 
0.A9D-D-01 -0. 583?P-02 0 .4tr72C.-II -C .Y73440-0' -0.4&7cr P -05 -0. 203?--05
 
-0.133,47[-13 0.62950- C. 4 -0.106510-04 -0. 652'Q65-I L
D12 IC4D-S 1.564020--05 

0.200300-11 . 5 8 5ctD-05 0. o§-3090D-05 0.96495D-U5 -0.3t- C 2D 3-3
0 
-0. 8 1114q,+0 0.&948D+P -0.266;DA+C0 C.57t15D+00 -(,.263b 0A -0fC.3AO52C+00 
-0.33808[+00 0. 46604L-02 -0.474420+00 0.96625D+02 0.8882n+fl1 e.203? 5D+O 
-0.51575D-05 -0.59350D-05 -0.59767[+02 0.21t 040i+02 1.47F2211+02 -0.3477FD--07 
-0.14548D-04 0.5056rD+01 -0.It69 0 D+02 -0.26044D402 O.Z,182-4D-07 
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Table 2.2-6 (Continued - 3) 
V/P IA :NCE-CMlVgI / NCE /CP FQLATION vik TR Ix 
S02= I .04 
-0.4 '1201D+00 0. 3f263:+00 
-0.6.,V1D-O1 -0.31 6l:-L-r3 
0.9;4f, ?.-OC - O 90. cP-05 
-. 6?26E,-05 0.565f,+0 
-G. 3.72L+P ( 0 .. L'00 
-0.67600P+00 C. 15 17 bl',-0 1 
1 ,f'-05 . 24?9[,-0-.1856 
-0.6 0 e ,SD-0;5 -G.(',,T+0! 
-0.1.Pi-2 -}.t4E53.%f-02 
O. 12BtW-01 -0. 4 773C0-05 
0.1 K27UL-1 I .Ia2 -,w42U-i3*0.l,1 1D-3C. 6 tP, ID-07 
0.2 7Si.F4we- -v. 35% f-f1 
-0. c;.3- .i.1 2r--0? 
-{,.6.) '-:0u-( 2 O K. H.70-i1 
(. 52ccF-2 -G. e1 221.-(5 
-fi. ff,. tUA *Q 
0.?' 3'-3 .O -0.7 AfD-fl2 
0. ?:TP'-O ! +(,( 
D-.C ,3-.1cr7[-. ff11C ffi--i 
1.1 :2% -u' ,..240$ ?[-ty2 
-' .. - 10btr-uj ./.71 ;p-C 
-,f.....(L,-7 5t'2 C'? 
-0.-: 75C'0-+UO 0.351c+0 -O.c-/0780-l1 -0. 1-66&tr:+ 
-0 .26q5,D+0 0.102660+00 0.Th7'0 11+()2 0.12?-50C+02 
-0.261-63f,+02 0.3S3?F,0!n242+n? .?, -0.701?] -08 
-0 .131 FLj+ 02 -C.19 rt-0+02 u. ?,,5fC-07 
0. I77 0.1 0A-O+t+0O 0 . 42 -O. 377Q0t+0U+':Cl 2)-01 
' 
-0. 1 00P/.O0 V0.27o] +0 0. ];73D+r f.55S26r>+­00 f 
-0 .20] ri ?Al02 +02 66ft,+O? -0. 50757F-07-, 0.$1 
0.14523f-l+o2 0.t'O 1r4D+O2 -0.1922-07­
-0.214.5[-C1 0.017 1D-02 -P.35.,'.-t'? 0*.44"FW-0 2 
-0. 4706)-02 -ti.Zb8170+OC t.S025E6D+0D 0.1536-0 
0.66320[ -07 -( .I E-C '-5-O: -0 . C o.-07 .?Et4A>1E
-G 1 4 5 U--6 -C,.I &U'55r--C 6 C. 15!C' -]g 
0 .213 72,,,',, -0. 17: ;510, a * ,fe f CO C0*.. P754.-0 I 
0 .'eThft-n11 --0.(' ?fiP-t,u -' iC' ( 
C L27,ztf--&'5 &... t -0 t -C.:LI (4 -0'5 -1.0.15k/,i ­
0.3(iOC'Ar-05 C.'-br&$f-ff -'.3 ,--14 
0.2. t C(f +QQ -t EU*-l *l r-0t I h rrr 
-'f.',; c-+fl 7c+(O, -r.;7s c< 4.r .y o+( C 3 3 -; 2: 
¢..o-: '-! u. (-.?z11'Afr40? (*& 17' +02 C.i[fl?57--L 
0 .?05iL, C2 ('.2,W 6102 -C,. ] M'20-@& 
(:.t C2F-, if (r 0 2 $, 1 3"+?' 0; .'rz4C-CI !'[ 0 








-0.256o7D+00 0.46722D+00 -0.257350+00 0.142610+00 0.886485-01 -0.335740-0] 
-0.18008D+00 0.5374&D-0Z -0.339v21+00 0.325&3D+ON 0.17166D+00 0.16506D+00 
-4.Q9685r-03 -0.34527D-01 0.713!+00 0.222l3D+0O 0.22626D+03 -0.34242D-04 
-0.11555D-04 -0.2129tL+02 -0.2355&D+02 -0.22811D+02 0.12P100-06 
0.23452D-02 -0.4t39tU-C3 -0.278iUW-02 O.257060-03 0.1030"0-02 0.237P'7C-02 
0.21613D-02 -0.2556OD-04 -0.11438D-02 -0.12937P-02 -0.29&400-03 -0.246%60-0z 
0.6 P3756,-04 -0.18240-01 -0.76452D+00 -0.3172Y0+00 -0.63242,+00 0.74789D-11 
o.69722F-14 -0.277660-07 -0.3.12lY--07 -0.47606D-07 0.175cgS-15 
0.7223+O -G.0225r0+00 0.23351&+00 -0.59362+?00 0.680520-0? 0.30t45Z+00 
u.4£8270400 -0.03o7fh-02 0.Lto91l[+0 -0.72-5&D+00 -0.36710[fnO -n.&5iO5P+" 
0.50803P-02 0.13700+0W 0.43700+C0 -C.216 w;G+00 -0.3T60Q0+00 0.124FZ-OZ 
0.A171Q-ll O.202120-05 003c7--D-05 U.5SSOM-05 -0.446 2 4 D-1­
-0.&0955P+00 -0.4b37PV-00 0.20010[+00 -0.19614L 0'0 -0.50290o+-O -o.?5350+n0f 
O.&257D+0O -0. IM:M0[-c1 0.4677&+00 C."553'D-01 0.952210-01 -0.18752F+00 
0.1060-02 0. i535]V-(i0 0.220.h[- 00 0.33220+Oti -U.252C.+U0 -o.168r:r:-rp 
O.164541+0C 0.36160U0t1 2 0.Kh02hu+01 6. 14126+02 -O.A2ca720-Oh 
0.156-h4D+00 -. 4 0+00 0.65953D+CO -0.40;44D400 -0.776125-01 -0.]c.i1+0 
-O.12?1D+ 00 0.21067D-o2 O.A537+O0 -0.248560-00 -0.21441r+U 0.C52Of+00 
-0.1 0110-01 0.150150*00 0.1C67oo00 O._7461D+O -0.O4rr2+c'0 -0.1631]r-02 
0.2 517+00 0. 169-0+00 0.5135690+02 0.13053D+02 0.5c2F1D-05 
0.20041E--0 -0.434 ,W+00 0.84276L.+00 -0.517!60+u0 -O.fiBIP--01 -0.?446L+u0 
-0.233P6D+00 0.29T8hU-C2 0.553570+00 -0.3172 1D+00 -0.274020*00 0.32364'+00 
-0.16660D-01 0.192 Icr+00 0.237670+00 0.a769?0-m00 -0.26121D+00 -0.20846D-0? 




Table 2.2-6 (Continued - 5) 




('.?F'27P-02 0.]IABur;-G1 -u.17'00.-Cl 0.1]11-4'4D-] o 3_5E'-fl? 0.9222 
u.6.5[X-O3 C.i1 H7)-Q5 -0.1r051 r,-; 1 0.3H531]D-u? (.el., 'OCl- -0.2?2 

0.1 '[E([-03 -C:.7Th25,?Q.-f3 -0.7iF07C-C'2 -C'.13577D-Ol C.7771C,-c,2 Q. T 7

-fl.1o9Cp1 F-fl -C's.65211[P-r1 ,/.'1, 77u 00 -e..5CM40t C' O * ?C]20-11 
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Table 2.2-6 (Continued - 6) 
F.EIDUALS V 
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2.1 -12.' 
1. ? -17.0 



















































































































































































































Table 2.2-6 (Continued - 7) 
RLSIDLALS V
 
VI(4-DAlkMS) V2( WN - 14) VI - V2 
-a. -7.q7043 0.1 -0.5 -1.0 7043 -0.4 4.6 7., 0.5 
7.3 -2.7 2.1 -10.8 3.5 -?.7045 -3.5 0.6 -0.7 7045 
7072 0.E 0.1 0. 7072 _ -u.7 -. ? z ? 0.8 6.8 
7075 -2.7 -0.1 -0.6 7075 6.2 0.4 1.6' -F.8 -0.5 -2.2 
90Ci -0.3 0.3 0.7 9001 5.] -6.1 -7.2 -(.4 1.4 E.0 
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Thank you for your letter of August 2. We were
 
delighted to hear that you are interested in using our
 
method to investigate geodetic net distorti.ons. Thank
 
you for drawing our attention to the errors which you have
 
found in the equations. Unfortunately, you are correct in
 
all cases. We obtained an additionaT error inequation 18.
 
The attached sheet summarizes changes which should be made
 
to equations, 16, 17, 18, 25, 25a, 25b, and 28.
 
Please keep us 'informed of the progress you make
 
using this method. We in turn will send you any further
 














Attachment 1 (§ 2.22) 
(Continued) 
Corrections to Equations in
 
"Positioning of Geodetic Datums"
 
By P. Vanicek and 	D. E. Wells 
(16) use R( -no %, - 'o 
(18) 	 use 0 o -C1I 
: 20-oJ n A sin 
B
o 	 sinco 





(25a) is[1 	 e -F 
-L= i
R(w,ip,e) ; 
= E)(25b) is R(A) R(wG, IG 
-'GG 

+,,A,- AL".after eqn. (26) list is ", SG, 
(28) is [osi 	 !-cos 0 Sin X0 
-sin oI1 	 0 cos oCosX 
0340 
cos osin 2 -~ ¢o co k£ 0 
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2.3 Determination of Network Distortions 
During the past months further investigations as to the determination 
of distortions in major geodetic networks have been made. The 
procedure used is described in the Fourteenth Semiannual Status Report on 
pages 50 and 51. The principle of this procedure is to look for the systematic 
residuals of station coordinates after the transformations between the satellite 
system and the geodetic datum were performed. 
Detailed investigations were done for the South American (SAD69) 
and the European geodetic Datums using the OSU 275 satellite system as reference. 
No systematic pattern for the residuals VSAT - VE 03 could be seen in either case. 
Three, four and seven parameter transformations were computed using both 
the Molodensky and eis models. The Vanicek model, which is detailed 
in section 2.22, was not used since its requirements concerning the 
distribution of stations is not fulfilled for the available stations. 
2.31 Determination of Network Distortions for NAD-27 
Despite the work which was done in regard to deformations for the 
North American Datum, which was presented in the Fourteenth Semiannual 
Status Report, it was felt that the procedure should be tested again using the 
more homogeneous NWL-9D Doppler system as comparison standard. 
Mr. Meade of the National Ocean Survey, Rockville, Maryland, supplied the 
coordinates of 88 Geoceiver stations and the corresponding geodetic coor­
dinates for -the NAD. Additional coordinates for Doppler stations in South 
America and Europe are expected to be at our disposal shortly. See also 
the correspondence in Attachments 1 and 2. 
The NOS data was given in the form of geodetic coordiates cp , X, h. 
In each case the antenna height was given and had to be reduced to the 
marks. Although the transformation program permits geodetic or 
35 
Cartesian coordinates as input data, geodetic coordinates were computed 
for later convenience using the NWL-9D ellipsoid: 
a = 6378145 m 
f = 1/298.25 
A summary of coordinates is given in Tables 2.3-1 through 2.3-4. 
Before the coordinates were used in the transformations,, double stations and 
nearby stations, etc. were eliminated. Some comments to particular stations can bc 
found in a paper by K. Meade, "Geoceiver Positions Compared with Results 
of Precise Surveys," which was presented at the meeting of the International 
Federation of Surveyors (FIG), Washington D.C., September 7-16, 1974. 
A summary is given here: 
10028 EGLIN AFB, FL NAD position not verified 
100 3 BUCKLEY, CO NAD position not verified 
30029 MOSES LAKE, WASH Two re-observations available; same station 
numbers; all observations can be considered 
equivalent 
51063 DOS PALOS, CA Height is in error by about 5 m 
52063, 53063 Re-observations for station 51063 
20001 
5200152002 BELTSVILLE, MD Identical or nearby stations 
60001 
51068 YULEE, FLA Substitute station for station 20015 
20003 WRIGHTWOOD, CA Eccentric station with 51070 
TOOS AZ The name of this stdtion could not be 
identified from the data sheet. In order not 
to change the available programs the station 
was renumbered to 9008. 
Most of the data obtained from NOS contained standard deviations for the 
NWL-9D coordinates. However, these figures represent the internal consistencies 
only, and had to be increased by a common factor for subsequent use. 
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In those cases where no information was given at all, a standard deviation 
of ± 1. 50 m for each component was adopted. This is in agreement with 
accuracy estimates obtained by comparing Doppler coordinates with those 
from the Transcontinental Traverse. The variances are listed in Table 
2.3-5. 
It is a well known fact that there is no unique way to estimate the actual 
accuracy of geodetic coordinates for older datms such as the North American 
Datum. Several empirical formulas have been published. In order to be 
consistent with the work reported in the Fourteenth Semiannual Status Report 
toconcerning NAD distortions, the following formula was used 
estimate the standard deviations of the NAD coordinates: 
Cr (mM 
20000 (m) 
where M is the distance between the point inder consideration and the initial 
point of the geodetic datum. - This formula was given by L. G. Simmons in 
an article entitled "How Accurate is the First Order Triangulation?" [The 
Journal, U.S. Coast and Geodetic Survey, No. 3, April 1950]. The variances 
are listed in Table 2.3-6. 
Considering the remarks made above about certain problematic stations, 
there were 8 1 points left to use for the transformation. A preliminary 
plot of the stations and comparison of residuals indicated that several 
"nearby" stations could be also deleted without loosing information. Only 
stations 51072, Oil Platform - Gulf of Mexico, La., exhibited unusually 
large residuals and was subsequently deleted. The variances for the 
remaining 67 stations were scaled such that the standard deviation of unit 
weight, Go , approached unity to within 10%. The final transformations are 
as follows: 
a) Seven Parameter Solution (Molodensky-model) 
Total number of points: 67 
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NAD weighting : factor = .1
 
NWL-9D : factor = 80
 
Note: Simmons formula does not give an estimate for the 
initial point; thus a variance of 0.20 m for each axis was 
assumed. 
(b) 	 Three Parameters Solution : (variances as aboveY 
The results of the above transformations to the NWL-9D system 
are in the table below. The notation is the same as used 
earlier. 
Nu (M) - 28.5 -0.41 - 28.0±0.49 
153.8 +0.35 153.7- 0.42A v 	 (M) 
179.7 +0.34 179.80.41Aw 	 (M) 




. 4 (I') o.ot O.Ol
 
E 	 (") - 0.30± 0.02 





NWL-9D Coordinates for North American Stations 
x h (m) 
10000 CHEYENNE,WY. 41007' 59"956 255°07'54.514 1857.71 
10003 GRFENVILLE,MISS. 33 28 42.7920268 59 50.343 5.74 
10006 MEADES RANICH.KAN. 39 13 26.627 261 27 27.505 564.67 
10008 GRAND FORKS,ND 47 56 3:.503 262 37 09.155 237.40 
10018 JONESTOWNTEX 30 26 48.898 262 01 15.690 291.68 
10019 FRANKTIN,INI) 40 14 07.031 274 10 26.541 - 221.09 
10020 MARYVILLE,IND 38 35 20.951 274 21 07.152 175.15 
10021 CASH,KY 37 33 06.950 273 55 09.761 227.74 
10022 IUKA,MISS 34 47 15.800 271 45 29.412 2,10.78 
10023 WEBSTER,MTSS 33 33 55.013 270 50 03.49k 101.33 
10028 EGLIN AFH,FL 30 34 04.883 273 47 00.484 1.547 
10029 PATRICK AhBEL 28 13 38.950 279 23 37.830 -22.184 
10031 GOLDSTONF,CALIF. 35 25 39.568 243 06 36.935 981.349 
10032 FDWARDS AFRCA 34 57 50.549 242 05 06.937 746.194 
10033 BUCKLEY,CO 39 43 02.094 255 13 27.054 1663.758 
10045 TtLA PEAK WSMR,NM 33 01 36.353 253 51 38.832 1311.808 
10046 SALT WSMR.NM 33 07 12.404 253 38 09.118 1204.538 
10055 PILLAR P~IIKT.CA 37 29 53.099 237 30 04.981 11.858 
10056 SAN NICHOLS.CA 33 14 48.821 240 28 46.780 234.54 
10071 GALLIIP,i"EW MEXICO 35 31 00.596 251 24 22.212 2006.397 
20001 BELTSVILLE,I) 39 01 39.814 283 10' 27.104 3.08 
20002 LAS CRICES,NM 32 16 L3.954 253 14 45.479 1167.637 
20003 WRIGHTWDOD,1CAL 34 22 54.447 242 19 05.4995 2244.29 
200'1% WCIODLINEGA 30 56 55.695 278 19 07.737 -25.86 
20016 CflLUfABIAMISS 31 12 45.099 270 16 27.059 76.35 
20176 AJOARIZONA( 32 26 54.600 247 OR 51.637 399.77 
20177 I)OIJGLAS,ARIZONA 31 22 36.952 250 27 32.654 1197.44 
2020 'KINGMAN,ARIZONA 35 11 48.172 245 57 31.854 1112.44 
30029 RLOOMFIELD,OHIID 40 05 11.784 278 15 39.474 321.80 
30026 COLH RUS.OHIF1 40 00 27.799 276 57 29.862 202.7) 
30027 GREFNVILLE,IHI0 40 09 51.465 275 23 26.296 276.34 
30028 METMORA.ILL &0 49 20.412 270 42 3v.572 211.80 
30029 MnSFS LAKE,WASH 47 11 06.541 240 39 43.165 338.37 
30030 GREEN RIVER,II1AH 38 58 a4.2,14 249 53 17.276 1288.256 
30038 HLAINF,WASHINGTON 48 54 47.191 237 15 47.432 -10.94 
30078 WFSTFORI.MASS 42 37 04.25.8 288 30 31.81' 105.33 
30098 ORLAND,CALIFORN4IA 39 44 44.086 237 50 53.043 32.464 
30099 CHANCEIQ67,MON'TkNA 4-7 47 07.425 251 22 04.173 9R4.20 
51004 CRARLEST'IN,IV 38 22 10.835 278 21 32.776 249.382 
- 51005.CORP IN,KFNTUCKY 36 57 21.781 275 53 08.520 351a.976 
51006 CLEVFLANl,IFN\IFS. 35 09 06.961 275 06 55.188, 261.137 
51007 LARENS,SOIJTH CAR. 34 35 08.446 277 56 35.4-79 182.541 
51008 bI0LIVIA.NfO(RTH CAR. 34 02 10.816 281 50 39.664 -34.318 
51009 SHELRY,ALARAMA 33 07 (3.355 273 30 00.801 181.752 
51010 SANDFRSVILLF.(;. 33 03 38.462 277 05 2Y.905 112.977 
51011 FARMVILLE.VIRG(1,IA 37 18' 52.043 281 33 38.270 102.434 
51012 {ONTFAY,-L[IRII)A 30 39 05.829 274 11 37.636 -6.31 
51013 CLFARWATR-S5.P.FL 27 55 13.00h 277 18 24.529 -32.083 
51014 VALKARIA.IFLIINI)A 27 17 2h.282 279 26 31.9H] -30.265 
51015 HIAL.AH, FLIRTI A 25 53 ?t-. 196 279 41 34.325 -2F.143 
51017 MIFFLINVILLE,PA 41 00 57.78H 283 39 42.036 256.467 
51019 HUDSIN,N.Y. 42 14 !37.676 286 13 24.447 72.477 
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Table 2.3-1 (Continued) 
X h (m) 
51020 ALBURG(GSC),VER. 44054'29f267 286 42 30.669 29.527 
51021 ORLEANSMASS 41 51 19.230 290 02 59.20] -19.649 
51022 FAIRFTELOME 44 35 59.522 290 24 46.393 7.587 
51023 BOUICHARD R2MMAINE 47 11 53.912 29] 26 48.671 326.393 
51024 FREEPf1RTTX 29 02 31.525 264 39 49.664 -31.911 
51025 NEWTON,TEXAS 30 54 24.714 266 23 55.765 49.897 
51026 CLARKSVILLE,TFXAS 33 38 22.877 264 58 55.424 117.625 
51027 SPRINGDALE,ARK. 16 10 23.417 265 52 39.252 374.242 
51028 THAYER,MISSJUPI 36 34 37.098 268 22 23.142 259.787 
51029 PLATTE CITY,MO 59 16 50.854 265 13 49.562 261.807 
51030 KINGFISHR,OKLAH 35 47 01.478 262 01 11.075 327.349 
51031 CLAY CITY,ILL 38 38 14.56q 271 39 00.669 105.314 
51032 EL OARA,ILL 39 37 27.900 268 -58 33.650 201.181 
51033 WOODRINE.IOWA 41 42 12.609 264 21 19.399 389.342 
51041 MEYFR 1946,NE 41 38 26.726 258 24 01.345 1151.98 
51043 LAKE 1957,WY 44 48 01.457 251 39 16.310 1193.35 
51044 HnRSF 1972.WY 41 36 55.678 252 12 53.888 2208.722 
5-1056 KEARNS,!JTAH 40 38 36.160 248 01 42.569 1369.895 
51057 DRY 1965,NEVADA 40 23 41.717 244 47 30.933 182e.559 
51058 DIATOlM 1958,NE\/ADA 39 49 37.575 241 00 52.34C 1275.178 
52063 DOS PALOS.CA 36 5t 50.765 239 26 44.563 -1.310 
53063 DnS PALOS,CA 36 5t 50.743 239 26 44.530 -1.437 
01066 TERRFRONNF,ORE,,N 44 23 31.282 238 42 12.208 861.277 
51067 MINERAL WELLS.TIX 32 57 44.997 261 54 35.iCA 323.H45 
51068 YULE.FLrRTOA- 30 Al 46.311 278 15 59.114 -19.419 
51069 ASHEPnnS.C. 32 45 31.674 279 26 36.774 -38.685 
51070 WHIGHTWOt1D,CALIF. 30 22 44.387 242 19 05.134 2153.871 
51072 OIL PLATFORMLA 28 56 22.056 276 15 10.521 -4.55i 
51074 MIDLAND,flR 42 07 21.398 238 10 21.891 1218.160 
51081 tiPPER ]965,MICH. 46 18 30.359 274 32 35.124 216.647 
51082 LITTLE RM,1CICH. 43 44 11.082 275 11 32.141 238.112 
51089 MAYHOOD 1971,CALIF 38 08 31.754 238 16 33.529 10.232 
51095 AGAMFNTTCUS,MATE 43 13 24.265 289 18 28.169 175.472 
52001 BELTSVILLE,MAYL 39 01 39.775 283 10 27.05k -0.485 
52002 RFLTS\ILLE,MARYL 39 01 39.293 283 10 27.278 1.687 
60001 BELTSVILLEMD 39 01 -9.779 283 10 27.05& 0.447 




NWL-9D Coordinates for North American Stations 
X(m) Y(m) Z(m) 
10000 -1234810.3L479 -4651148.68714 417A812.84885 
10003 -93190.22405 75324578.26616 3498357.53337 
10006 -734990.46861 -489'186.64195 4011979.40879 
10008 -549887.01523 -4245038.24274 4712891.39485 
001 -763949.81704 -5450296.58834 3213333.93701 
10019 354909.62027 -4863115.05179 4098111.72536 
10020 378813.81379 -497-652.25554 3956883.44462 
10021 346075.33324 -5051239.60916 3866278.25302 
10022 160893.78147 -5241609.73580 3618675.36159 
10023 77466.09114 -5319596.99528 3506429.79645 
10028 362692.68467 -5484531.06898 3224754.30961 
10029 917920.73638 -554841n.67279 2998733.93464 
10031 -2353582.3C711 -4643223.76242 3677203.67495 
10032 -2450021.89427 -4624408.9765- 3635030.06239 
10033 -1253284.35437 -4751609.95914 4054954.02422 
10045 -1488252.93036 -5142959.85546 3457166.54839 
10046 -1506813.25660 -5131569;83846 3465785.07069 
10055 -2722152.23214 -4273150.81962 3861406.85452 
10056 -2631050.99977 -4646517.5s8020 3477023.60556 
10071 -1657728.05935 -4927s94.52800 3685857.92988 
20001 1130764.10147 -483(822.62934 3v99715.06391 
20002 -1556220.62943 -5169436.28406 338724A.13678 
20003 -244884.8.3'412 -4661969.51863 3582748.89299 
20015 792114.42740 -5417292.09969 3261017.23183 
20016 26127.64213 -5459827.53282 3286111.78910 
20176 -2042423.34076 -4964981.48058 3402723.38344 
20177 -1823377.95546 -513294.44202 3302271.79881 
20208 -2126098.53690 -4766079.94095 3656367.81594 
30025 702141.41918 -483&06.60863 4085559.1361 
30026 592688.90427 -4856284.12728 4078777.27857 
30027 458565.44577 -48 5 5k90.95856 4092126.36406 
30028 59980.32619 -4833306.24006 4147655.93697 
30029 -2127824.96370 -378"852.45423 4656031.95123 
30030 -1707513.13264 -4663005.92&92 3991315.35'939 
30038 -2271129.6-549 -3532651.75399 4784210.t5529 
30078 1492300.44823 -4457731.14319 4296433.64456 
30098 -2613387.6&066 r4157720.62551 4056330.75583 
30099 -1371921.2)3A6 -4069030.48968 4701610.99752 
51004 732263.43817 -4953431.48498 3937856.75321 
51('05 523305.69429 -5076315.22859 3813714.44134 
51006 465504.9(379 -520]1 66.84308 3651815.98075 
51007 726444.68845 -5206374.95067 3600228.55228 
51008 10 5993.593%9 -5178330.3,168 3549772.19384 
5]f0 32647A.968q1 -5337543.79675 3464992.73182 
51010 660609.36604 -530'qV7.1721v 3v59666.5h586 
51011 1017856.357k5 -4975965.47110 3845273.01778 
51012 401614.56491 -5477070.9?053 323272o.60242 









51017 1138337.87655 -468326].OO483 4163q41.43212 
51Olq 1321178.95323 -4540,88.28022 4265743.21216 ql 
































































































































































































NAD-1927 Coordinates for North American Stations 
X h(m) 
10000 CHEYENNE,WY. 410 08100.06912550 07 57.'2024 1889.5 
10003 GRFENVILLE,IAISS. 33 28 42.4696268 59 51.4859 44.2
 
10006 MEALIES RANCH,KAN. 39 13 26.686 261 27 29.494 599.4 
i000$ GRRAND FnRKS,N) 47 56 .%8,.594 262 37 11.201 274.0
 
10018 JONFSTOwN,TEX 30 26 48.273 262 01 17.525 327.1
 
10019 FRANKTCIN,INI) 40 14 06.956 274 10 27.186 259.0 
10020 8ARYVILLF-,TND 38 35 20.787 274.21 07.740 212.6
 
10021 CASH,KY 37 33 06.807 273 55 
10.38k 2(z.5

10022 IlIKA,NISS 34 47 15.547 271 45 30.291 250.4 
10023 WFBSTFR,IATSS 
 33 33 54.655 270 50 04.504 141.3
 
10028 EGLII AFR,I-L 30 34 04.343 273 47 01.078 40.9
 
10029 PATOICK AFB,FL 28 13 38.0841279 23 37.8193 16.3
 
10031 COLDSTON,,CALIF. 35 25 39.8183243 06 40.9729 994.0 
10032 EDWARS AFB,CA 34 57 50.7427242 05 11.0552 758.4
 
10033 BUCKLEY,CO 39 43 02.208 255 13 29.785 1691.1
 
10045 TULA PEAK WSMR,w' 33 01 36.2140253 51 41.7115 1338.8
 
10046 SALT WSMRNMA .33 07 12.2215253 38 12.0076 1233.3
 
10055 PILLAR POINl,CA 37 29 53.441 237 30 09.749 21.0
 
10056 SAN NICH[ILS,CA 
 33 14 48.875 240 28 50.994 24P.3
 
10071 GALLIJP,NEW MEXICO 35 31 00.605 251 21 25.292 
 20--0.6 
20001 BELTSVILLE,1MQ 39 01 39.4916283 10 26.7558 40.1 
20002 LAS CRUCES,ffv,i 32 16 43.702 253 14 48.285 1196.4 
20003 WRICHI-BJlD,CAL 34 22 54.537 242 19 09.484 2256.6 
20015 WInODL] NE,GA 30 56 54.982 278 19 07.845 11.6 
20016 COLUMBIA,MISS 31 12 44.555 270 16 28.098 113.6 
20176 AJn,ARIZONA 32 26 54.473 247 08 54.990 422.9
 
20177 OIGLASARIZONA 31 22 36.699 250 27 35.724 1225.0 
20208 KINGNON, ARRIZOnA 35 11 42.275 245 57 35.557 1130.7 
30025 fLOOMFIELD.,fHIO 40 05 11.583 278 15 39.706 360.6
 
30026 CnLIMIMtuS.OHI'l 40 0 27.649 276 57 30.248 240.2 
30027 (;REFNVILLE.I1HI() 
 40 09 51.348 275 23 26.854 313.5
 
3002P MFTAM1RA.ILL 40 49 20.34- 270 -42 40.598 249.0
30029 MlOSFS LAKE,WASH. 47 11 07.132 240 39 48.118 355.0 
30030- GREFN RIVERIJA' 38 58 44.361 249 53 20.567 1311.1 
3003, RLAINE, WASHI1\(;TI1\ 48 54 47.8803237 15 52.8636 5.1 
30078 WESTFORD.NASS 42 04.083928837 30 30.8808 141.0 
30098 ORLA, ,CALIFORNIA 39 44 44.602 237 50 57.839 42.6 
30099 ClHANCF]967, UVTLNA 47 47 07.507 21il 22 07.573 1011.9 
51004 CHARLEST(INIWV 38 22 10.576 278 24 33.038 29n.7 
51005 CfIRBIt',,KFNT[iCKY 36 57 21.573 275 53 09.046 394.51 51006- CLFVFLANOI),TENNES. 35 09 06.794 275 06 55.814 303.01 
51007 LAUREMiS,SOUTH CkR. 34 35 08.0877277 56 35.6R47 224.20 
51008 ,B0LIVIA.j\IflRTH CAR. 34 0? 10.298 28] 50 39.478 6.g 
51009 SHFLRY,ALABiAA 33 07 03.0277273 30 01.5046 222.7
 
51010 SAN)FRSVILLE,(;. 33 03 3k.048 277 05 30.233 15t-.05 
51011 FARM,ILLF,VIRGINIlA 37 18 5].59552Rt 33 38.4097 142.5 
51012 rmIIFAY, FLI II[DA 30 39 )5. 27 z- 274 11 38.206, 34.70 
51013 CLFARW IAIFR-SI .P.FL 27 '5 32.034 277 18 24.707 10.40 
51014 VALKARIA.FLORID4 27 57 25.330 279 26 31.977 13.258 
5101 H IALFAH.FL[IlkI '1A 25 53 24.86, 279' 41 34.2k5 ]A.3
51017 tIFFLINVILLI-,PA 41 00 57.554 283 39 41.596 295-.8 
51019 HIiDS(IN,N.Y. 42 14 -,7.44f, 286 13 23.691 112.12 
'/3 
Table 2.3-3 (Continued) 
Xp 	 h(m) 
51020 ALIRG(GSC),VR. 44 	54 29.145 286 42 29:965 66.8 
51 ]8.929 290 02 58.042 I8.5451021 fIRLEANS,MIASS -41 
51022 FAIRIFLI),ME 44 35 59.3572290 24 45.3246 45.827 
51023 OftIICHARI) RM2,MAINE 47 11 53.849 291 26 47.633 362.0 
51024 FREEPORT,TX 29 02 30.776 264 39 51.252 5.68 
30 54 24.116 266 23 57.198 87.851025 NENTONTEXAS 
51026 CLARKSVILLE,TFXtS 33 38 22.616 264 58 57.010 153.1 
5'1027 SPRINGDALF,ARK. 36 10 23.216 265. 52 40.709 412.3 
51028 VrHAYFR,MISSIIRI 36 34 36.984 268 22 24.460 296.82 
51029 PLATTE CITY.MO- 39 16 50.961 265 13 51.216 300.00 
363.0
51030 KINGFTSHFR,OKLAH 35 47 01.393 262 01 13.051 
51031 CLAY CITY, ILL 38 38 14.4738271 39 01.6445 144.16 
27.816 268 58 34.875 240.2451032 EL DARA,ILL 39 37 

51033 WOODBINE,IOWA 41 42 12.717 264 21 21.183 425.5
 
38 26.878 258 	 1184.0
51041 MEYER 1946,NER 41 24 03.785 

51043 LAKE 1957,WY 44 48 01.705 251 39 19.481 1220.35
 
51044 HOiRSE 1972,WY 41 36 55.887 252 12 56.9,57 2236.5 
51056 KEARNS ,JIAH 1f0 38 36.430 248 01 46.128 1392.1 
51057 PRY 19(,5,NEVADA 40 23 42.057 244 47 34.864 I147.62 
51058 lDIATON 1958,NFV/AI)A 39 49 --7.992 241 00 56.736 1290.9 
52063 DIS PALfJS,CA 36 54 51.030 239 26 48.988 9.68 
53063 DS PALCIS,CA 36 51 51.030 239 26 4b.988 9.68 
510.6 TERREBON'E\I,(ikEC(hNi 44 23 31.948-238 42 17.210 874.9 
51067 MI-NERAL WELLS,1&X 32 57 4.684 261 54 37.082 357.6 
5106$ YtJLEF,FLORI)A 30 41 t5.5832278 15 59.260 21.1­
51069 ASWFUOOS.C. 32 45 31.1419279 26 36.9271 1.9 
51070 WRIGHTWOI)D,CALIF-. 34 22 44.t,4132zt2 19 09.2715 2172.77 
51072 OIlL PLATF0RMLA 28 56 21.335 276 15 11.898 32.1 
42 07 21.955 238 10 26.63T 1229.8851074 MIOLAND,OR 
51089 MAYHOnrD 1971,CALIF 38 08 2-2.163 238 16 38.]79 21.10 
1095 AGAm ENITICtJS,IAININ L3 13 24.04H 289 18 27.146 211.4 
52001 BFLTSVILLE.,ARYL 39 01 3' .4916283 10 26.7558 40.1 
40.152002 P,FLTS\/ILLE,NARYL 39 01 39.0030283 10 26.9t20 
60001 BFLTSVLLF,I"'d) .59 01 -1.49162k3 10 26.7558 40.1 
9000A 2??,ARIZIWA 32 39 10.828 245 24 32.847 61.3 
Note: The coordinates of station 51081 (Newberry, Michigan) and 51082 
(Rosebush, Michigan) are not given since the elevation of the mark above 




















































Sl,01 2 401640.6k947 
51013 717313.L1)2 
51014 q2441.78326 
51011 966720. 03f 0 


















































































































































































































Table 2.3-4 (Continued) 
X(m) Y(m) Z(m) 
51020 1300932.42103 -433-945.9S825 4479964.74932 
51021 1631151.37676 -4469b43.88152 4233454.95837 
51022 156623.2S15 -4263433.68813 4455622.42510 
51023 1587550.58235 -40412k0.65898 4656832.72282 
51024 -518961.024A8 -5556518.78229 3077793.47765 
51025 -344009.3500Q -5466687.00629 3256891.44616 
51026 -464915.53q0? -5295383.11407 3513137.A6851 
51027 -370555.96439 -5141805.11752 3743767.68838 
51028 -145569.82647 -5126404.32935 3779779.74733 
51020 -411047.44629 -4926890.91895 4016490.69597 
51030 -719167.16105 -513C323.29882 3708772.98525 
51031 143687.10534 -4986733.03793 3960845.05825 
51032 -S7g91.0?953 -4918937.43898 4045906.78638 
51033 -469068.20706 -476295.11729 4221159.04138 
51041 -959984.23416 -4677114.25299 4216458.25801 
51043 -1427067.38845 -4303815.21224 4472299.13266 
51044 -1459132.62716 -4548981.33003 4215058.57208 
51056 -1813652.533l -4495605.81371 4133168.n2645 
51051 -2 72350. 55979 -1402576.42778 4112487.25633 
51058 -2377361.79737 -4291657.78291 4063900.21512 
52063 -25954R8.394q -439(948.71761 3809595.73162 
53063 -2595488. 33949 -A3969AH.71761 3S09595.73462 
51066 -2371722.77412 -390j531.97290 4439746.33500 
51067 -753877.13100 -5303852.11993 3450473.87748 
51068 7S9249.82219 -5432370.39721 3236793.06675 
51069 880947.07468 -5296359.48282 3131299.11481 
51070 -244868.9('626 -4668216.49201 3582263.62636 
51072 608476.4a]7nl -555299R.63z92 3067857.i9H50 
51074 -­ 4 Q9O17.?3CJ7 -4026431.67655 4256351.92947 
51089 -26l052.03915 -4272435.92691 39176'j3.99328 
51095 1539215.86721 -39$a56.87232 435558.60275 
s2001 1130791.47330 -4830976.31625 3v9Lg529.P8936 
5?002 11307S7.q9969 -&83098t.533A5 3994518.1 455 
60001 1130791.47330 -4830976. 31625 3994529.8(936 
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3 Parameter Transformation (NWL9D - NAD): Latitude
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3 Parameter Transformation (NWL9D - NAD): Longitude 
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7 Parameter Transformation (NWL9D -NAD): Latitude 
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7 Parameter Transformation (NWL9D - NAD): Longitude 
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7 Parameter Transformation (NWL9d - NAD): Height
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Attachment 1 (§ 2.31) 
DEFENSE MAPPING AGENCY 
TOPOGRAPHIC CENTER
 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20315 
- REPL T"OY 
Ar-ENTION OF: 
DiMATC-G(52310) OC-!174 
Mr. Alfred Leick 
Department of Geodetic Science 
1958 Neil Avenue 
Columbus, Ohio 43210 
Dear Mr. Leick: 
Reference is made to your letter dated 30 August 1974 requesting coordinates in 
the NWL 9D and SAD 69 systems for Doppler stations in Latin America. These 
data, while not classified, are restricted to the use of the country involved and 
the United States, and any exception will require the prior approval of the 
country involved. 
We are intiating action to obtain the necessary approvals for the release of the 
Sincerely, 
5 Department of Geodesy 
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Attachment 2 (§ 2. 31) 
_ ~ U.S. DEPARTMENT OF COMiMERCE 
lational Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
NATIONAL OCEAN SURVEYRockville. Md. 20852 C13 
November 7, 1974
 
Dr. Ivan I. Mueller
 








In accordance with our telephone conversation on tnis date,
 
data sheets for 76 Doppler stations are enclosed. Data for each
 
station includes Doppler coordinates referred to center of the
 
antenna and geodetic data referred to the marks. In each case,
 
the antenna height is tabulated and the Doppler values can be
 
reduced to the marks. An index of stations by state is also
 
enclosed. Please note my comments in the enclosed copy of my
 
FIG report on page 4.
 



















The OSU-275 System as Comparison Standard 
The OSU-275 system provided a total of 17 stations which could be used 
for the computations. They included four Doppler stations which were added 
to the WN14 goretric solution either by direct survey connections or by 
transformations. Several transformations were performed to delete nearby 
and double stations and those with unusually large residuals. It was found 
that the residuals of the Doppler stations did not compare well with the other 
stations of the WN14. It was, therefore decided to use the Doppler stations 
independently of the others. 
The number of stations thereby was reduced to six stations. The 
variances as given in the Fourteenth Semiannual Status Report were used 
in the satellite system. In order to obtain the variance of unit weight 
close to unity, the variances of the geodetic coordinates had to be scaled 
2to 2.0 m in each axis. The residual maps for the three and seven parameter 
(Molodensky model) transformations can be found in Figures 2.3-7 through 
2.3-12. 
The NWL-9D System as Comparison Standard 
Mr. A. G. Bomford provided the coordinates of nine Doppler stations 
which are given in Tables 2.3-7 and 2.3-8. Station 2744, THURSDAY, 
showed large residuals and station 2726, MANUS IS, was not used since 
it is too far away -from the Australian continent. Again, a three and seven 
parameter (Molodensky) transformation was performed with respective variances 
25.0 m2 and 2.0 m 2 for the Doppler system and the geodetic system 






Coordinates in NWL-9D System for Australia
 
X h(m) 
2112 SMITHFIELD - 34'40' 26.26138'391 16.47 15.2 
2707 DARWIN - 12 27 13.0213(0 48 55.43 52.2 
2709 MIJCHEA - 31 36 25.47115 55 52.45 44.0 
2725 TOWNSVILLE - 19 15 24.64146 42 58.89 47.4 
2726 MANiS IS - 2 03 02.59147 21 37.37 124.0 
2743 rIO'MFRA - 31 23 25.49136 52 41.88 127.0 
2744 THURSDAY - 10 35 00.641z2 12 39.90 137.1 
2749 IIDBINBILLA - 35 24 12.88148 58 56.16 64&.2 
2805 CIiLGO(IRA - 30 1 34.13149 33 40.30 223.9 
Table 2.3-8 
Coordinates in Australian Geodetic Datum 
a 6378160 m, // f = 298.25 
(D h(m) 
2112 SMITHFIEL) - 34 40 31.43138 39 12.?b 36.6
 
2707 DARWIN - 12 27 17.89130 48 5J.95 25.7
 
2709 MIJCHFA - 31 3 29.51115 55 47.b] 93.p
 
2725 T0wNSVILLF - 19 15 30.01]/6 42 55.62 1.5 
2726 MANUS IS - 2 03 7.12147 21 34.46 53.) 
2743 WfICNFRA - 31 23 30.61136 52 37.89 142.0 
2744 THURSDAY - 10 3' 6.15142 12 37.06 61.? 
2749 TIDRIPTLLA - 35 ?4 18.361i8 58 52.75 b54.3 
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3. 	ACTIVITIES RELATED TO EOPAP 
(Grant No. NGR 36-008-204) 
3.1 	 Sea Level Slopes Along the Continental Boudaries of the U.S.A. 
3.11 	 Introduction 
Geodesists and oceanographers have disagreed on the direction and 
magnitude of the North-South sea level slopes along the East and West 
Coasts of the -United States. 
There was some room to doubt the validity of the comparisons 
between the results of the geodesists and the oceanographers since they 
use different methods and different reference surfaces for the determination 
of these slopes. 
An attempt has now been made to compare the results of the ocean­
ographers and geodesists by reducing them to the same terms. 
3.12 	 Method of Calculation 
The results of both geodetic and oceanic leveling have been reduced 
to the following compatible quantities for comparison at several stations 
along the two coasts: 
(i) 	 Geopotential difference between the sea level and-the deep 
sea isobaric surface used as a reference surface in oceanic 
leveling; 
(ii) 	 Orthometric height between the sea, level and the same deep 
sea isobaric surface. 
Values at the various stations for the (anamolous) dynamic heights of 
the sea level with respect to the deep sea isobaric surface of reference have 
been taken from the graphs of Wilton Sturges [4]. Values at these stations 
for the geometric height differences between the sea level and the reference 
geopotential surface used in geodetic leveling have been taken from the 
graphs of Emery Balazs [1]. 
The standard geopotential difference between the 0-db surface (sea level) 
-
and the 	10'00-db surface has been taken as 9704.032 U2 s ' [3]. The standard 




been'taken as 19364.200 m - 2 [2]. 
Computations have been carried out for 21 stations along the East 
Coast (West Atlantic) and for 8 stations along the West Coast (East Pacific). 
The following assumptions have been made: 
(i) 	 The deep sea isobaric surface used as a reference in oceanic 
leveling is an equipotential surface; 
(ii) 	 Oceanic and geodetic leveling is in perfect agreement at Neah 
Bay on the West Coast and Port Maine on the East Coast, both 
sea levels having been used as references in geodetic leveling 
along the West and East Coasts respectively; 
(iii) 	 The gravity field of the earth is well described by normal gra­
vity field in the areas under investigation and gravity varies 
linearly with height/depth up to 2 kilometers. 
3. 121 Calculation of Geopotential Difference 
A, Oceanic Leveling 
Figure 3.1-1 
Reference Station . S Iv" . . 
Geoj(Geodetic
(Gedetc (GeoeticReferenc6 ---- - - -­ u-----Sea Level Leveling) 
Leveling) 
- - .. - Theoretical o-db Surface 
(Standard Ocean Surface) 
A
 
' 	 Deep Sea Isobaric Surface 
'72 
AWoM 	 = Aw,+ dw = gm (H.+h 0 ) (1) 
where 
Aw 01 is the geopotential difference between the deep sea isobaric 
surface and the sea level at station i, as per oceanic leveling; 
AW, is the standard geopotential difference between the deep sea 
isobaric surface and the sea level (0-db surface). The value 
for this is 9707.032 I2 s2 for 1000-db surface (used as a 
2reference on West Coast) and 19364.200m 2 s for 2000-db 
surface (used as reference on East Coast); 
dWO is the anomalous geopotential difference at station i; 
hDI is the dynamic height at the computation station as, per graphs 
of W. Sturges and is interpreted as per Equation (1) above; 
gZI is the mean normal gravity between the sea level and the deep 
sea isobaric surface, at the computation station in gals; 
H, is the orthometric height corresponding to the standard geopotential 
difference AW,; 
therefore, dW = h X g91 , since AV, g, X H, (2) 
Based on the geodetic reference system 1967: 
g', = 978.03185 (1 + 0. 005278895 sin2 (p, 




(PI 	 is the -latitude at the computation station; and 
Hi 	 is the orthometric height between the deep sea isobaric surface 
and the sea level at the computation station (in meters). 
0.0000003155 H represents the free air altitude effect on gravity. 
Also, 






g11and Hi are determined such that Equations (2), (3) and (4) are satisfied. 
Initial value of Hi has been taken as -1000 meters for the West Coast 
and -2000 meters for the East Coast. 
B. Geodetic Leveling 
wg,= AW - dWg1 	 (5) 
where 
AWgl is the geopotential difference between the deep sea isobaric 
surface and the sea level at a station i, as per geodetic leveling; 
AW 	is the geopotential difference -between the deep sea isobaric 
surface and the sea level at the station used as reference in 
geodetic leveling (reference geop), computed as given in 
section 	A; and 
dWg, 	 is the difference of geopotential between the reference geop 
of geodetic leveling and the sea level at the computation 
station. 
dWg _ h. x g8 , 	 (6) 
where 
is the geometric height difference at the computation station 
(between the reference geop ahd the sea level), obtained from 
the graphs of E. Balazs; 
gai 	 is the gravity at sea level obtained by inserting H = 0 in Equation 




Geodetic - .... -iReference Geop (Geodetic 
eveling) Seveling)i..-. -" . Sea Level Leveling) 
(Standard Ocean Surface) 
1-10z 
Deep Sea Isobaric Surface 
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3. 122 	 Calculation of Orthometric Height Differences 
A. Oceanic Leveling 
HO ithe orthometric height between the sea level and the deep sea 
isobaric surface at a station i, as per oceanic leveling, will be identical 
to H, computed in section 3. 121/A. 
B. Geodetic Leveling 
If 11 is the orthometric height at station i between the deep sea isobaric 
surface and the reference geop of geodetic leveling (corresponding to the 
geopotential 	 difference AW), computed as per section 3. 121/B, then 
119= - hs (7) 
Where 
H5 1  is the orthometric height between the sea level and the deep sea 
isobaric surface at station i, as per geodetic leveling. 
3.123 	 Comparison of Results 
tWo1 and &W., have been computed as per section 3.121, and 
graphs for AW1 = 0 AW. against latitude have been shown inAWo -

Figures 3.1-4 and 3.:1-6 for the East and West Coasts respectively.
 
HO and Hag have been computed as per section 3. 122, and graphs 
for these quantities against latitude have been shown in Figures 3. 1-3 and 3.1-5 
for the East and West Coasts respectively. 
3.13 	 Conclusions 
(i) The results of oceanic and geodetic leveling are comparable. In 
terms of magnitude, the discrepancies as pointed out by oceanographers, 
between oceanographic and geodetic leveling, do exist. 
(ii) If the deep sea isobaric surface is taken as the level surface of 
reference, the results of both oceanic and geodetic leveling indicate that the 
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(iii) Height differences are more on the West Coast where the deep 
sea isobaric surface of reference is 1000-db, as compared to the East Coast 
where the reference surface is 2000-db. AW1 is predominantly negative 
and increases with the distance from the reference station. 
(iv) The crucial factors in the above comparisons are the actual 
gravity and the choice of deep sea isobaric surface. Actual gravity is 
not measured directly either by oceanographers or geodesists. Errors due 
to non measurement of actualrgravity and to the deep sea isobaric surface 
not being an equipotential surface are likely to account for a small part of the 
discrepancy in magnitude. But the discrepancy about the direction of the 
slope seems to have been resolved. 
(v) 	 It is hoped that altimeter measurements from satellites will 
resolve the apparent discrepancy: 
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3.2 	 Initial Guidelines for the Establishment of a Worldwide Geodetic 
Reference Frame for Geodynamics 
The establishment of a Worldwide Geodetic Reference Frame (WWGRF) 
will be required to satisfy the geophysical needs to describe features such 
as continental drift, fault motions, etc. 
-9
The velocities of tectonic plates are such that observations of 10
precision (and/or accuracy: 3 cm, 0.001, 1 p gal, I E) are required to 
monitor these movements. 
Most likely, a Fundamental Polyhedron (FP) will serve as WWGRF. 
Two main aspects can be recognized: 
a.) Internal motions by the points describing the FP. The most 




Ocean loading effects. 
b.) External motions by the points describing the FP. The most 
important common motions with respect to an inertial frame- (absolute 






From the observational point of view the relative motions of those FP 
points will be monitored with high precision in the near future. A technique 
such as very long baseline interferometry (VLBI) should be capable of establishing 
a FP with high precision. 
The realization of such a PP will be essentially a coordinate free problem: 
the shape (lenth ratios and angles) and the size (scale from the velocity of 
light) of a FP are the only essen~tial features to be established. Problems 
of optimization from a geometrical, statistical and geophysical point of view 
need 	to be resolved. 
79 
The description of absolute motions of those PP points requires the 
establishment of a coordinate system which is a much more difficult and 
intriguing task: the orientation of a FP with respect to the inertial frame 
of quasars for VLBI and with respect to the inertial tensor of the earth 
for satellite laser ranging and the position of a FP with respect to the 
inertial tensor of the earth for satellite laser ranging and the positions 
of a FP with respect to the center of mass of the solid earth and the 
fluid atmosphere for VLBI and satellite laser ranging and with respect 
to the barycenter of the earth and the moon for lunar laser ranging. 
The feasibility of the establishment of a highly accurate (10- 9 ) 
coordinate system which is either inertial with respect to extragalactic 
sources or described by the inertia tensor of the earth itself (gravity 
observations) needs to be investigated. 
Summarizing, the problems involving the establishment of a -World­
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3.3 Computer Programs Acquisition 
3.31 " Analytical Lunar Ephemeris of Deprit 
In order to make use of lunar ephemeris (kept at system: Tape No. 
UC2999 - Slot No. 049) and clarify certain doubts, M. Kumar made a trip 
to the University of Cincinnati on November 25, 1974 to meet Dr. Andre 
Deprit. The .relevant information and various points clarified during dis­
cussion are as under: 
(a) The various constants used in the development of the ephemeris: 
(i) 	 Mean Anomaly of Moon
 
at time T (kT) =kot.+ nY(T - TO)
 
(ii) 	 Mean Anomaly of Sun
 
at time T (k ') = A' + n, (T T)
 
(iii) Argument of Perigee
 
at time T (gT) g0 + n. (T - TO)
 
(iv) 	Longitude of Node 





To = 1900 January 0.5 E.T. (MJD 15019.5) 
n, = 17325593531561 / Julian Century 
n , = 129597742"380 / Julian Century 
n. = 14642682'579 / Julian Century 
nh = -6967199"'408 / Julian Century 
A0 = 5.168000340- radians * 
10' = 6.256583523 radians * 
go,= 1.311550024 radians * 
li= 4.523601515 radians * 
Then
 
FT 2T + gT
 
DT 	= T t g T + h T - 'T­
87Preceding page blank 
* Taken from Supplement to AENA, 1961, pp 44. 
* 	Taken from Supplement to AENA, 1961, pp 44 as (Fo - fo). 
e'(sun) = 0.01675104 
IImON 	 = 3422.452. 
(b) 	 The parameters used are:
 
m n'(sun) / n (moon)
 
e Eccentricity of the lunar orbit
 
e' = Eccentricity of the sun orbit
 
T = Constant of lunar inclination (sin i /2)
 
= 	 (1- 2a) a/, ** 
where 
a = Semi major axis of lunar orbit 
= Semi major axis of sun orbit 
a - MMOON 
MEARTH + MlooN 
** 	 Refer to Boeing Scientific Research Lab. Document No. Dl-82-0963, 
March, 1970, (pp 4, 6,8); "Analytical Lunar Ephemeris - Definition of 
Main Problem" by A. Deprit, J. Henrard and A. Rom. 
(c) 	 All coefficients on the tape are in arc of seconds. Three 
files contain information about longitude, latitude and parallax 
of the moon in terms of Delaunay arguments and partial deriva­
tives with respect to five arguments vide section (b) above. 
(d) 	 In the discussion it was brought out by Dr. Deprit that even 
though his ephemeris contains only the main problem, the 
partials available as computed from the tape for any epoch 
should be compatible in accuracy for a least square adjustment. 
He further suggested that certain coefficients in the order of 
10-6 or smaller may also be omitted while computing partials 
so as to improve the computational time. 
(e) This 	ephemeris does contain Van Flandern's correction [1969] 
88 
between constants of lunar theory and FK4 system. 
3.32 Numerically Integrated Lunar Ephemeris of JPL 
A new lunar ephemeris (which is kept at System: Tape No. LURE02, 
Slot No. 4126) is detailed in Attachment 1. 
3.33 Goddard Trajectory Determining System (GTDS) 
During the report period Goddard Space Flight Center, 
Greenbelt, Maryland, was approached to acquire latest computer program 
for artificial satellite orbit generation/data simulation. 
The program obtained by us forms the part of GSFC's comprehensive 
computer program, Goddard Trajectory Determining System (GTDS)" atid 
contains mainly the orbit generation and data simulation capabilities. The 
relevant information and details about the tapes containing the program 
are: 
Tape Name - ORBIT 1
 
Where Lodged - Room No. 404 Cockins Hall, OSU
 
Remarks: The tape contains 5 files.
 
1. 	 Source deck listing 
2. 	 Overlay structure 
3. 	 Load module created from file 1 & 2; 
4. 	 Solar lunar planetary ephemeris in 1950.0 mean 
reference frame for period of January 1971 to November 1981 
5. 	 Information as in file 4 in true of date system. 
Tape Name - ORBIT 2
 
Where Lodged - Room No. 404 Cockins Hall, OSU
 
Remarks: Defines time and polar motion coefficients.
 
Tape Name - GTDSO1 
Slot No. - H073 
Where Lodged - Systems Engineering, OSU 
Remarks: File No. 1 - Source deck information as tuloaded data set. 
If the 	source deck is required at any time then data sot has 
89 
File No. 2 - Load module as partition data set (member 
name - GTDS). Program is being set up on the system disk 
as ORBGEN.GTDS.NEWLOAD for use and renamed as 'MAN.' 
This renaming became necessary due to modification in main 
program (subroutine: ODSEXEC in GTDS) to suit the computer 
system at OSU (see attachment 4). 
Tape Name - GTDS02 
Slot No. - H120 
Where Lodged - Systems Engineering, OSU 
Remarks: File Nos. I to 20 - Data and various constants information 
to be used with program GTDS. Available on the system 
disk IRCC71 and IRCC74 as permanent sequential data sets. 
File No. 21 - Information about overlay structure for use 
with GTDS (see details in Attachment 2). 
File No. 22 - Information about Goddard Space Flight 
Center procedure as used by them to run the program 
GTDS. (See details in Attachment 3). 
NOTE: (i) As the computer at OSU generally works with limited 
number of disk units, a special object deck was obtained 
from Mr. P. Pandhi of IRCC for inclusion mi overlay 
structures- while- setting up of the load module. (See 
JCL set up listing in Attachment 4). 
(ii) The program GTDS can now be run at OSU as it is or 
with over-riding subroutine temporarily. The required 
JCL set ups for these two cases are shown as Attachment 
5 and Attachment 6, respectively. 
(iii) The Tapes Nos. ORBITI and ORBIT2 contain only the 
orbit generation capability of GTDS. 
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JET PROPULSION LABORATORY 







FROM: J.G. Williams and W. S. Sinclair
 
SUBJECT: LURE 2 Ephemeris 
The LUME 2 ephemeris (LE 40) is a new lunar ephemeris based on lunar
 
laser rzaging data, 
The data span for the fit was August 1969 to.June 1974,
 
but the first year of data was very sparse. 1252 ranges to the Apollo 11,
 
14, 15 and-Lunokhod 2 reflectors were fit with an rms residual of 45 cm.
 
The list of constants used in the integration is given in this memo.
 
In many cases the number of digits given in a constant exceeds the signifi­
cant digits of that 'constant. 
The earth haronics are from the-1973 SAO
 
standard 
arth III model. The-lunar harmonics C30; C32, S32
V and S33 were
 
derived from the laser ranging data uhile the remaining harmonies were
 
adopted from the lunar orbiter work. 
C and C were adjusted from lunar
 




that- their ratio matches the constraint imposed by 0 and''?. 
The mass of the earth-moon system was determined from the lunar laser data
 
'whi-le the earth-moon mass iatio is adopted from spacecraft tracking results.
 
The newly adopted speed of light was used in this work but parameters scaled,
 
to the old value are-given for comparison. 
The new speed of light is recom­
mended by both the IAU and the International Committee for Weights and
 
Measures and we do encourage that it be used in all future astronomical and
 




Attachnent I (§ 3.3)" 
(Continued) 
Distribution -1- EM 391-605 
10 December 1974
 
The relativistic effects have been chosen so that the time argument
 
of the ephemeris is heliocentric coordinate time and the space components
 
of the moon are differenced heliocentric coordinates of thi earth and moon
 
An isotropic line element is used.- The accelerations due to the earth's fig­
ure include-the leading term of nutations and the lunar figure effects include
 
the most important terms of physical librations in longitude. The tidal
 
*fridtion effect is modeled as a perturbation from a tidal bulge raised on the 
earth by the moon and phase'shifted in right ascension by a constant phase lag, 
F6r the secular accelerafionof the moon's orbital longitude the product of 
the Love number k2 and the phase lag 6 has been chosen to approximately repro­
22
 
duce the 'alue of -20"Icentury , a value close to that of several recent
2 
investigations. At present the lunar laser data is not able to significantly 
correct this number though this should soon become possible. 
The planetary ephemeris was integrated simultaneously with the moon. 
The startIng conditions for the planets were modified. from DE84. The modifi­
cations consisted of the new earth-moon mass and a rotation 6f the orbit planes 
of the four frner planets to match obliquity and equinox corrections derived 
•from the lunar laser data analysis. The corrections make the lunar and planetary
 
orbit planes and the earth's e4uatorial plane consistent at the present time.
 
The zero point of right ascension is not adjusted to the dynamical equinox.
 
The inner planets were-rotated together because the planetary ranging data tends
 
to determine the relative orientations of their orbital planes well. The cause"
 
of this rotation is still under investigation and as a consequence this planetary
 











the lunar ephemeris is designatedDE86 and resides on J663 in'the
 
type 50 format. Type 66 tapes are also available..
 
The radial earth-moon distance is uncertain by a constant, corres­
ponding to the mass of the system, which is £ 30m. Uncertainties in
 
variations of the radial component apart from the constant are S.1.5m.
 
The uncertainty in -relative celestial longitudes is thought to be less than
 
a few thousandths of a second of arc while the zero point matches that of
 
the earth-moon barycenter in the planetary ephemeris at the present time.
 
Celestial latitudes in the sense of relative'earth equatorial, earth orbital,
 
and moon orbital planes are thought to be better than a'few hundredths of
 
a second of arc. The above numbers apply to the time span of the fit,. the
 
errors increasing in the past or future.
 
Span of integration 2440400.5 - 2444000M5
 
Span of type 50 tape -2440424.5 - 2443960.5 




GM barycenter 8.997012 315 xlO1- 0 au3 /d2
 
"Old c New c
 
c - 299 792.5 299 792.458 km/sec
 
AU 149.597"891:916 95. 149 597 870M95869 km
 
3
GM sun 132 712 496.508.11 132 712 440 729.53 km /see
 
3 2GM earth 398 600.6538 398 600.4854 km /see
 
GM moon 4902.7948 4902.7894 km3/sec2
 

















J2 = 1082.637 x 10-u
 
3 






Earth radius used with harmonics 6378.156 kms 
Potential Love numler k2 0.29 ­
Tidal'phase lag 6 









 S22 = 0.0 
C30 -10.44 
c31 28.6 $31 = 8o8 
4.82





Radius used with harmonics 1738.09 gkms

Harmonics consistent with C/MR2 = 0.394
 







P. B. Anderson 
 J. H. Lieske
PM S. Esposito C. F. Peters D' r.Trask
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CD OVLY 100INSERT OUTDS3,GL)SSUM,STARPT, 





OVLY 106OVERLAY REGISEG2 
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INSERT RESWfT OVLY 212
 
OVERLAY RFGISEG4 
 OVLY 21 ,
 









INSERT CR(ISSR,FQMtlHR,ORBITR OVLY 22t 
OVLY 226OVER-LAY REGISEG5 

Attachnent 2 (§ 3.3) 
(Continued - 3)OVLY 228
 
INSERT RESINR,RKS8R OVLY 230
 
OVERLAY REGSEG5 OVLY 232
 
INSERT CSTEPR,RSWRMR OVLY 234
 





OVERLAY REGISEGB OVLY 240
 
INSERT NEWTAR OVLY 242
 
INSERT CSTEP OVLY 244
 





OVERLAY REGISEG5 OVLY 250
 











INSERT RESWRM OVLY 260
 
OVERLAY EGISEG5 OVLY 262
 
INSERT RKS8 OVLY 264
 
OVERLAY REGISEG4 OVLY 266
 
* INSERT RPDATO 
 OVLY 268 
OVERLAY REGISEG5 
INSERT RUNACC, STADRO, OIJTDC6 OVLY 270 
OVERLAY REGISEG5 OVLY 272 
INSERT SCAN, UCOV,GETOBN, SCALE OVLY 274 
OVERLAY REGISEG4 OVLY 2786 
INSERT EOFLTR OVLY 280 
OVERLAY REGISEG5 OVLY 282 
INSERT EGAUSS OVLY 284 
OVERLAY RFGSEG5 OVLY 286 
INSERT DOUBLR OVLY 288 
OVERLAY REG1SEG5 OVLY 290 
INSERT POSFIX OVLY 292 
OVERLAY REG2SEGI(REGION) 
INSERT NOREST,RESTAT,GRDCO OVLY 294 
OVERLAY REG2SEG OVLY 296 
INSERT ANTRA,OBS,OBSCOR,OBSP, OBSRD, READWF,SORREG,TRANFiORSUSB,OBSIJS1 OVLY 298 
INSERT TRUAN,WEIGHT,OL,TDC5,]BPNTCNVPCKMA1333,OBSED,TCONVO,ITERCT OVLY 300 
OVERLAY REG2SEG3 OVLY 302 
INSERT CORDRA,LCLARG OVLY 304 
INSERT ION, BETA,COEFF2, MODEL OVLY $06 
OVERLAY REG2SEG5 OVLY 308 
OVERLAY REG2SEG5 OVLY 314 
INSERT PRFLRT, INTERP,REFGET,TABLES OVLY 316 
OVERLAY REG2SEG3 OVLY 318 
INSERT CORCSC,REFCONIONOSP,SZZ,VCROSW OVLY 320 
OVERLAY REG2SEGH OVLY 322 
INSERT IHCLSCNH,INVL OVLY 324 
INSERT OUTPUT,SPAT, ELEME,ROTRAK,KPART,PPART,CELEM,POLAR,SCART,ROT OVLY 326 
INSFRT CAIRS OVLY 328 
OVERLAY REG2SEG2 OVLY 330 
INSERT OUTDC4,OUTDC3,tOU1 I)C7,OUTDC?,OUTDC8 OVLY 332 
OVERLAY REG2SEG2 OVLY 234 
INSERT ORBOUT, OiLJUT2,GRfEFI ,CtINSC2,OUTLIF,) IFD,MItNSTR,SHO'RTP OVLY 336 
INSERT EPHFIA OVLY 338 
INSERT nRli OVLY 340 
9? 
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INSERT GRDCON OVLY 380
 





OVERLAY REG2SEGA OVLY 386
 
INSERT INTOC,EIGEN,CHINSOLVGP OVLY 388
 
OVERLAY REG2SEG3 OVLY 390
 




INSERT OUTOCIOUTOG1 OVLY 396
 




OVERLAY REG2SEG4 OVLY 398
 
INSERT OUTSLV,OUTCOR OVLY 400
 
OVERLAY REG2SEG4 OVLY 402
 
INSERT OUTEDT,OUTOUIOUSECOUTPHCOGCROS OVLY 404
 
OVERLAY REG2SEG4 OVLY 406
 
INSERT OUTCRDbUTGEN,OUTTIC OVLY 408
 


















OVERLAY REG2SEG2 OVLY 422
 
INSERT IGRAPH,IGRPH2 OVLY 424
 
OVERLAY REG2SEGl OVLY 426
 
INSERT GETCMP.CMPOPT,PLOTTP OVLY 428
 
OVERLAY RE2SEG1 OVLY 430
 
INSERT OUTSG,PLHXYZ OVLY 432
 
OVERLAY REG2SEG2 OVLY 434
 
INSERT WRKREP OVLY 436
 
INSERT OUTNAD,OUTWEL,OUTWIC,OUTWMN,UUTWPC,OUTWSC,OUTWIR,OUTWOB OVLY 438
 
INSERT OUTWSL,OUTWIC OVLY 440
 
OVERLAY REG2SEG2 OVLY 442
 
INSERT HUTPAD,OUTPEL, OIDTP ICOUTPI R, OUTPOB,OUl PPC,OUTPSL OVLY 446
 
INSFRf UUTPTC , OU r2LH, OITPMN, ('UTPSC OVLY 448
 
OVERLAY RFG3SEGI(RE( ION) 

INSERT EPHGEN OVLY 452
 
OVERLAY RFG3SEG2 OVLY 454
 
INSFRT 01TO0G2,CIUTG3,O1TOG4, (IJTPAR,PR INi , UNIT,OlJl MAP OVLY 456
 
OVERLAY REG3SEG2 OVLY 458
 
Attachment 2 (§ 3.3) 
(C'ohtinued - 5) 
INSERT ACWFRPADWFRP,EPWFRPFSWFRP,IGRPH2,LPWFRP,OGMENU OVLY 46C
 
OVERLAY REG3SEG2 OVLY 462
 





INSERT EPHCMP,RDORB1,AODYMO,ADIIME OVLY 46
 
OVERLAY REG3SEGI OVLY 47C
 





INSERT DC,ITERCT OVLY 476
 
OVERLAY REG3SEG2 OVLY 47E
 
INSERT OSPEXC OVLY 48C
 
OVERLAY REG3SEGI OVLY 482
 
INSERT GRERR,DUMPER OVLY 48'
 
OVERLAY REG3SEGI OVLY 486
 





INSERT SETANL OVLY 492
 








INSERT SETDC OVLY 50C
 
-OVERLAY REG3SEG2 OVLY 502
 
z
INSERT SETDM,DIFF OVLY 50

OVERLAY REG3SEG2 OVLY 50(
 
INSERT SETRPTSETPFR OVLY 50E
 
OVERLAY RFG3SEG2 OV'LY 51C
 
INSERT CRTIN,GRCARI),RDPDS,CSTAE, INTGR OVLY 512
 
OVERLAY REG3SEG1 OVLY 51z
 




Attachment 3 (§ 3.3) 
//GTDS PROC MODULE=GTDS,SORT='DUMMY, ',GRAPH='DUMMY, ',UNIT=2250 JCL 2
 
//SI EXEC PGM=IEF[Rl4 JCL 4
 
//1)01 DO DSN=GJFEM.GTDS.L{OADMOD.LOAD(&MnDIJLE),DISP=(SHR,PASS) JCL- 6
 
//*­....OWNER'S PGMIMER ID: "GJFE h" "I.. UPDATED 28JUN74 "JCL 8
 
//GO EXEC PGM=*.Si.DDI,REGIO=49OK JCL 10
 
//FTO1FOO1 DO DISP=SHR,DSI,,=GJFEM.GTDS.DIRECTRY.DATADCB=BJFNO=I JCL 12
 
//FTO2FO01 DD DISP=SHR, DSN=GJFEM.GTDS.ATMOSOEN.DATA,DCB=BUFNO=i JCL 14
 
//FTO3FOO1 DO DISP=SHR,DSN:GJFEP.GTOS.MANEUVER-DATA,DCB=BUFNO:1  JCL 16
 
//FTO4FOOI DO DISP=SHR,DSN=GJFEtM.GTDS.ASTROCON.DATA,DCB=BUFNO=I JCL 18
 
//FTO5FOO1 OD DDNAME=DATA5 JCL 20
 
//FTO6FOO1 DO SYSOUT=ADCB=(RECFM=VBA,LRECL=137,BLKSIZE=7265), JCL 22
 
// SPACE=(CYL,(3,Ih)RLSE) JCL 24
 
= I
//FTOTFOO1 DO SYSOUT=B,DCB=(RECFM=FBLRECL=80,BLKSIZE=800,BUFNO JCL 26
 
//FTO8FOO1 DO DISP=SHR,DSN=GJFF".GTDS.EARTHFLD.DATA,DCB=BUFNO=I JCL 28
 
//FTO9FOO1 DO DISP=SHR,[)SN=GJFEMi.GTDS.LUiN)ARFLD.DATA,DCB=UFNO=1 JCL 30
 
//FT1OFOO1 DD DISP=SHR,DSN=GJFEt .GTDS.INICOEF.DATA,DCB=BUFNO=I JCL 32
 
//FT11FOO1 DO OISP=SR,f)SN=GJFEM.GTDS.SECTIONS.DATA,DCB-BUFiNO:I JCL 34
 
//FT12FOO1 DD &GRAPH.UNIT=DISK, TEMPORARY DATA FOR CRT INPUT MODE JCL 36
 
/1 DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE:2000,BUFNO=I), JCL 38
 
// OISP=(NEW-I,DELETE),SPACE=(TRK(,1)),DSN&=&I 'PROfIPT JCL 40
 
//FTIBFOO1 DO DISP=SHR,DSN=GJFEM.GTS.ERRORISG.DATA,DCB=BUFNO=I JCL 42
 
7/FT14FOOI DO U]SP=SHR,DSN=GJFE .GTDS.SLP1950.DATA, JCL 44
 
// LABEL=(,7,N),DCB=6UFNO=1 JCL 46
 
//FT15FOOI DD ODNAME=OBSCARDS OBSERVATION CARDS JCL 48
 
//FT16FOO1 DO UNIT=DISK, DATA SINULATION SUMMARY WORKING FILE JCL 50
 
'
DSORG=DA, BIJFI\O=1 ) JCL 5L
 
//FT1YFOO1 DD UNIT=DISK, OBSERVATIONS WORKING FILE JCL 56
 
// SPACE=(IRK,.(1,6)),DICB=(RECFM=VBS, LRCL-4,BLKSiZE=3352t JCL. -52
 
// SPACE=(CYL,4),OCB=(DSORG=A,BUFNO=I) JCL 58
 
//FT18FOO1 DO UNIT=DISK, SLP WORKING FILE JCL 60
 
// SPACE=(3520,12),DCB=(DSORG=DA,BUFNO=) JCL 62
 
//FT19FO01 DD DUMMY, DISK ORBIT FILE WITH PARTIALS JCL 64
 
I/ UNIT=DI S.K, DCB=( RECFM=F, BLKS I ZE=6660, DSORG=DA, BUFNO=1), JCL 66
 
// SPACE=(6660,240) JCL 68
 
//FT2OFOOI DD DUMMY, DISK ORBIT FILE WITHOUT PARTIALS JCL 70
 
// UNIT=DISK,DCB=(RECFM=F, BLKSIZE=1092,DSORG=DA, BUFNO=1), JCL 72
 
// SPACE=(1092,240) JCL 74
 
//FT21FOO1 DD DUIMMY, TAPE ORBIT FILE WITH PAkIIALS JCL 76
 
// UNIT=9TRACK,DCB=(RECFM=VS,LRECL=6664,BLKSIZE=6668, JCL 78
 
// JUFN()=I),LABEL=(,BLP),DISP=SHR JCL 80
 
//FT22FOO1 DO DUMMY, TAPE ORBIT FILE WITHOUT PARTIALS JCL 82
 
// UNIT=91RACKDCB=(RECFM=VSLRECL=1096,BLKSIZE=1100, JCL 84
 
// BUFNO=1),LABFL=(,BLP),DISP=SHR JCL 86
 
//FT23FOO1 DD &GRAPH.JNIT=DISK, ERROR WESSAGES FOR SCOPE JCL 88
 
// SPACE=(TRK,(1,20)),I)CB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3200, JCL 90
 
1 JUFNO=1 ) JCL 92
 
//FT24FOO1 DO UNIT=DISK, 1ST ORB1 OR EPHEM OUTPUT FILE JCL 94
 
// SPACF-=IIRK, (1,20)),I,)CB=(RECF=VS,BLKSIZE=2808,SUFNO=I) JCL 96
 
//FT25FOO1 DD DISP=SHR, DSN=GJFEM. GTDS. ELEMFNTS. DATA, OCB=BIJFPJU=1 JCL 98
 
//FT26FO01 DD DISP=SHR,I)Sf\'=GJFEk..GTDS.ID24HOUR.DAIA,DCB=BUFNO=I JCL 100
 
//FT2FO01 DO I)1SP=SHR, DSN=GJFEMi.GTDS. GEODTICS.DATA,DCB=BUFN-U=I JCL 102
 
//Fl28F001 )0 EGRAPH. IN 11=DI SIK, SATELLITE EPHEMFRIS If SCOPE JCL 104
 
/I DC13=( RICFli=FB, LRECL=80, BLKSIZE=3200, BtJFNO=1) , JCL 106
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(Continued - 2) 
//FT29FOO1 DO DUMMY, GTDS OBSERVATION TAPE FILE JCL 110
 
// UNIT=9TRACK,DCB=(RECFM=VBS,LRECL=148,BLKSIZE=3408, JCL 112
 
// BUFNO=I),LABEL=(,BLP),DISP=SHR JCL 114
 
//FT3OFO01 DO DUMMY, DODS OBSERVATION TAPE JCL 116
 
// UNIT=9TRACK,DCB=(RECFM=VBS,LRECL=104,BLKSIZE=1044, JCL 118
 
// BUFNO=1),LABEL=(,BLP),DISP=SHR JCL 120
 
//FT31FOO DD.DUMMY, GTDS OBSERVATION DISK FILE JCL 122
 
// UNIT=DISKD)ISP=SHR JCL 124
 
//FT32FOO1 DO DISP=SHR,DSN=GRKEL.PUBS.DATA DODS OBSERVATIONS JCL 126
 
//FT33FOO1 DO DUMMY, SLP TAPE JCL 128
 
/ UNIT=TRACK,OCB=(RECFM=VS,BLKSIZE=3460,BUFNO=1), JCL 130
 
// LABEL=(,BLP),DISP=SHR JCL 132
 
//FT34F001 DO DUMMY, JPL TAPE JCL 134
 
// UNIT=9TRACK,DCB=(RECFM=VBS,LRECL=8304,BLKSIZE=8308, JCL 136
 
// 8UFNO=I,DEN=2),LABEL=(,BLP,,IN),DISP=SHR JCL 138
 
//FT35FOO1. DD &GRAPH.UNIT=DISK, INTEGRATION STATISTICS FOR SCOPE JCL 140
 
// SPACE=(TRK,(1,20)),DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3200, JCL 142
 
// BUFNO=i) JCL 144
 
//FT36FOO1 DO &GRAPH.UNIT=DISK, FINAL ORBIT GENERATOR DISPLAY FOR SCOP JCL 146
 
// SPACE=(lRK,(1,20)),DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3200, JCL 148
 
// BUFNO=I) JCL 150
 
//FT37FOOl DO &SORT.UNIT=DISK, OBSERVATIONS SORT FILE JCL 152
 
/ D'CB=(RECFN=VBS,LRECL=148,BLKSIZE=3408,BUFNO=), JCL 154
 
// SPACE=(CYL,(2,1)) JCL 156
 
//FT38FO01 DO DSN=GJFEM.GTDS.TIMCOF.DATA,DISP=SHR JCL 158
 
//FT39FO01 DD DISP=SHR, DSN=GJFEM..GTDS.GENCOF.DATA,DCB=BUFNO=I JCL 160
 
//FTOFO01 DO DUMMY PERMANENT FILES TO SCOPE JCL 162
 
//FT41FOO1 DO UNIT=DISK, TEMPORARY STARTER ARRAYS JCL 164
 
// SPACE=(TRK,(1,10)),DCB=(RECF=VBS,LRECL=1452,BUFINO=1, JCL 166
 
// BLKSIZE=7264) JCL 168
 
//FT42F001 DO &GRAPH.UNIT=DISK, OBSERVATION RESIDUALS FOR SCOPE JCL 170
 
// SPACE=(IRK,(1,20)),DCB=(RECF=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3200, JCL 172
 
// BUFNO=1J JCL 174
 
//FT43FOO1 DO &GRAPH.UNIT=DISK, SOLVE PARAMETERS FOR SCOPE JCL 176
 
// SPACE=(TRK,(1,20)),DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3200, JCL 178
 
// BUFNO=I) JCL 180
 
//FT44FO01 DO &GRAPH.UNIT=DISK, ELEMENTS FOR SCOPE JCL 182
 
// . SPACE=(1RK,(1,2D)),DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3200, JCL 184
 
// BUFNO=I JCL 186
 
//FT45FOO1 DO UNIT=DISK, OBSERVATIONS WORKING FILE HEADER JCL 188
 
// SPACE=(TRK,(1,1)),DCB=(RECFM=VS,BLKSIZE=928,BUFNO=1), JCL 190
 
// VOL=RFF=*.FT17FOO] SAME VOLUME AS THE WORKING FILE JCL 192
 
//FT46FOO1 DO LABEL=(2,BLP), GTDS OBSERVATION TAPE HEADER JCL 194
 
// DC.B=(RECFM=VS,BLK$IZE=928,BUFNO=1),DISP=SHR, JCL 196
 
// VOL=REF=*.FT29FOOI SAME VOLUME AS GTDS TAPE JCL 198
 
//FT47FOO1 DOD UNIT=DISK,I)ISP=SHR, GTDS OBSERVATIONS DISK HEADER JCL 200
 
// VOL=REF=toFT31FOO1 SAME VOLUME AS GTDS DISK OBSERVATIONS JCL 202
 
//FT48FOO1 DD &SORT.UNIT=DISK, OBSERVATIONS SORT FILE HEADER JCL 204
 
// UCB=(RECFM=VSILKSIZE=928,BUFNO=1), JCL 206
 
// SPACE=(1RK,(5,1)) SAME VOLUME AS OBSERVATION SORT FILE JCL 208
 
//FT49FOO1 DO &GRAPH.UNIT=DISK, D. C. SUMMARY REPORT FUR SCOPE JCL 210
 
// SPA CE=(lRK,(1,20)),DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3200, JCL 212
 
// BUFNO=1) JCL 214
 
u/FTSOFOO1 01) DDNAME=DODSUM TRACKING DATA ACQUISITION SUMMARY JCL 216
 
//FT51F001 D) DMMY, U I T=9TQACK, TPLhTYPE ELFMENTS REPORT JCL 21]
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// DISP=SHR JCL 222
 





// BUFNO=I),LABEL=(,BLP),DISP:SHR JCL 228
 
JCL 230






//FT54FOO1 DO DUMMY, CHEBYSHEV EPHEMERIS FOR PDP-Ii 

// UNIT=9TRACK,LABEL=(1,BLP), JCL 236
 
// DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=316,BLKSIZE=316,DEN=2,BUFNO=I) JCL 238
 
//FT55FO01 DO &GRAPH.UNIT=&UNIT GRAPHICS DEVICE (2250) JCL 240
 



















= = I 
 JCL 256







//FT63FO01 DD 'DUMMY,DCB=DSORG=D 
























//FT68FO01 DO DISP=SHR,DSN=GJFE".GTDS.TRODAT.DATADCB=BUFNO=I 
//FT7OFO01 DD I)UMMY,UNIT=2314,DISP=SHR JCL 282 
//FT75FO01 DO DISP=SHR,DSN=GJFE,.GTDS.JACCHIA.DATA JCL 284 
//FT77FO01 DO UNIT=DISK, EPHEM WORKING FILE JCL 286 
// SPACE=(TRK,(1,20)),DCB=(RECFM=VS,BLKSIZE=2808,BUFNO=) JCL 288 
//FTT8FO01 DD DUMMY, DODS PERM OBSERVATIONS JCL 290 
// DISP=SHR,DCB=BUFNO=I, JCL 292 
// DSN=GRKEL.DODS.DATA.POBS)C.DATA JCL 294 
//FTRIF0O01 DD UNIT=DISK, 2ND ORBI OR EPHEM OUTPUT FILE JCL 296 
// SPACE=(TRK,(1,20)),DCB=(RECFM=VS,BLKSIZE=2808,BUFNU=1). JCL 29B 
//FTS2FO01 DO DUMMY, COMPARE SEO ORBIT FILE 2, WITH PARTS JCL 300 
// UNIT=YTRACKDCB=(RECFM=VS,LRECL=6664,BLKSIZE=6668, JCL 302 
// BUFNO=1),LABEL=(,BLP),DISP=SHR JCL 304 
//FTR3FO01 00 UNIT=DISK, I 3RD ORBI OR EPHEM OUTPUT FILE JCL 306 
// SPACE=(1RK,(I,20)),DCB=(RECFM=IVS,BLKSIZE=2808,BUFNO=l) JCL 308 
//FT&4FOO! DD DUMMY, COMPARE SEQ ORBIT FILE 2, W/O PARTS JCL 310 
// UNIT=9TRACK,DCB=(RECFM=VS,LRECL=1096,BLKSIZE=1100, JCL 312 
// BUFNO=I),LABEL=(,BLP),DISP=SHR JCL 314 
//FT85F001 DO UNIT=DISK, 4TH ORBI OR EPHEM OUTPUT FILE JCL 316 
// SPACE=(TRK,(1,20)),D)CB=REFM=VSBLKSlZ=2808,BUFN=1 ) JCL 318 
//FT86FO01 DO DUMMY, COMPARE DA ORBIT FILE 2, WITH PARTS JCL 320 
// IJNIT=DISK,-DCB=(RECFM=F,BLKSIZE=6660,DSORG=DA,BUFNO=), JCL 222 
// SPACE=(6660,240) JCL 324 
//FTS7FOO1 DD UNIT=DISK, 5TH ORB1 OR EPHEM OUTPUT FILE JCL 326 
// SPACE=(lRK,(1,20)),CB=(RECFM=VS,IILKSIZE=2808,BUFNU=) JCL 328 
//FTSSFO01 Do) DUMMY, COMPARE DA ORBIT FILE 2, W/O PARIIALS JCL 330 
// UNIT=0)ISKt)C B RECFi=F, BLKSI ZE=1092,DSON(G=OA,BUFNO=1), JCL 232 
// SPACE=(092,240) JCL 334 
//FT91F01 DO DUMMY, USS OBSERVATIONS (72-BYTE) JCL 336 
// NIT=9TRACK,I)C=(RECFM=VBSLRECL=76,13LKSIZE=5248), JCL 338 
11- iCI a/. 1 
Attachment 3 (§ 3.3) 
(Continued - 4) 
//FT97FOO1 D) DLMMYf)B=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=80) JCL 342 
//INPUTPDS DI) DUMMY, CRT INPUT JCL 344 
// INIT=2314,DISP=SHR JCL 346 
//NUCLEUS DD DISP=SHRVOL=REF=SYS1.SVCLIB,DCB=BUFNO=I JCL 348 
//SYSUDUMP OD SYSOUT=A, SPACE=( TRK, 10) JCL -350 
//ERROUMP OD &GRAPH.SYSOUJT=A,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)) JCL 352 
//UCLEG PROC SORT='DUMMY, ',GRAPH=IDJMMY, I,UNIT=2250 JCL 354 
//PDSUP EXEC PGM=MACTS,REGION=84K JCL 356 
/ * -- - t-'* *----- -- ; '--- FEM/28JUN74 JCL 358 
//STEPLIB DO DSN=GJFEM.GTDS.UPDgTE.LOAD,DISP=SHR JCL 360 
//SYSPRINT 0O SYSOUT=A JCL 362 
//SYSIN DO DDNAME=DATA5 JCL 364 
//POSIN DO ISN=GJFEM.GTDS.SORSLIB. FORT,DISP=SHR JCL 366 
//SEOOUT DO DSN=SCR,UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,(5,1),RLSE),DISP=(PiOD,PASS) JCL 368 
//SUSRLIST OD SYSOIT=A,SPACE=(CYL,C0,5),RLSE),IJNIT=(DISK,3) JCL 370 
//SOURCE EXEC PGM=IEKAAOO,PARiI=XREFOPT=2',REGION=300K JCL 372 
//SYSLIN DO DSN=&&BJMD,UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,(I,1)f, JCL 374 
// DISP=(MOD,PSS) ,DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=8O,BLKSIZE=3200) JCL 376 
//SYSTERM DD SYSOUT=A JCL 378 
//SYSPRINT DO SYSOUT=A,DCB=(RECFMA=VBA,LRECL=137,BLKSIZE=7265), JCL 380 
// SPACE=(CYL, (4,2), RLSE) JCL 382 
//SYSPUNCH DD SYSOUT=,DCB=(RECFM=FBLRECL=80,I3LKSIZE=3200), JCL 384 
// SPACE=(TRK,(0,5),RLSE) JCL 386 
//SYSUTI DO UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)) "A JCL 388 
//SYSUT2 DD UNIT=DISK,SPACE=(CYL,(1,1)) JCL 390 
//SYSIN DO DSN=CSCR,IJNIT=231t-,DISP=(OLD,DELETE) JCL 392 
//LINK EXEC PGM=IEWL,PARM='LET,LIST,MAP,OVLYSIZE=(240K,48K)I, JCL 394 
// CONO=(5,LT),REGiGN=250K JCL 396 
//LOADLIB DO DUMMY JCL 398 
//NEWLIN DO DJMwIgY JCL 400 
//SYSLIB DO DSN=SYS2.DUMMY,DISP=SHR JCL 402 
// OD DSN=SYS2.DUlMY,DISP=SHR JCL 404--
O/DO DSN=GJFEM.GTDS.LOADMOD.LOAD,DISP=SHR JCL 406 
// O DSN=SYSI.FORTLIB,DISP=SHR JCL 408 
// DD DSN=SYS2.GSFCLIB,DISP=SHR JCL 410 
/ D DSN=SYSI.PLILIB,DISP=SHR JCL 412 
//SYSLMOD DO DSN=.&LUDMOD(GTDSTEMP),DISP=(,PASS), JCL 414 
// SPACE=(CYL,(17,1,]),RLSE),UNIT=DISK JCL 416 
//SYSPRINT 01) SYSOUT=A,I)CB=(RECFi=FBA,LRECL=121,BLKSIZE=1210), JCL 418 
// SPACE=CYL,(2,1)) JCL 120 
//SYSUT1 DO tiNIT=(DISK,3),SPACE=(CYL,(17,1)) JCL 422 
//SYSUDUMP DO SYSOUT=A JCL 424 
//TAPELIB DO UJNMY, OCB=(RECFM1=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSI-ZE=3200) JCL 426 
//SYSLIN DO DSN=&&OBJMOD,DISP=(OLD,DELE1E),DCB=RECFM=FB JCL 428 
// DO DSN=GJFEM.GTDS. OVERLAY.DATA, DISP=SHR JCL 430 
// DD DDNAME=UBJECT JCL 432 
i/GO EXEC PGM=*. LINK. SYSLMOD,COND=((5,LT,SOURCE),EVEN),REGION=490K JCL 434 
//FTO1FO01 DD DISP=SHR,DSN=GJFEN.GTDS.DIRECTRY.DATA,DCB=BUFNO=I JCL 436 
//FTO2FOO1 D) DISP=SHR, DSN=GJFEM. GTDS.ATMOSDEN.DATA,DCB=BtIFNO=I JCL 438 
//FTO3FOO1 DD DISP=SHR,DSN=GJFEP.GTDSMANEUVER.DATA,DCB=BLFNC=I JCL 440 
//FTO4FOO1 DO DISP=SHR,)SN=(;JEEM.GTOS.ASTROCON.DATA,DCB=BUFNO=I JCL 442 
//FTO5FOOL DO DDNAME=D)ATA5 JCL 4-4 
!/FTO6FOI0 DO SYSOLJ=A, DClI=(RECEP,!=VBALRECL=137,BLKSIZE=7265), JCL 146 
// SPACE=(CYL, (3,1),RLSE) JCL &4B 
//FTOYFOO1 DO SYSI(UT=,DCI3=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,RLKSIZE=800,BUFNU=1) JCL 450 
/Fl 08FCO1 DO I] SP=SHR t)SN=GIF-EI.. GT'S. EARl HELD. DATA, [Ci N)= JCL -52 
//FT91FOO1 )1.)II SP=SH' , I)SN=GI-EM. G fDS. LUNARFLO. DATA, JCL 454D DCB=HUFNL=1 
//FTIOFO! DD DISP=SHR.9)SN=GJFEMk. GTDS.INTC JEF.DATA,)CB=BUFNO=I JCL 456 
//FTI] FOOl D 1)1 SP=SHR1 DSrN,=GJFEM. GTDS. S:CTIONS. DATA, DCE=BFNO=I JCL 458 
Attachment 3 (§3.3) 
(Continued - 5) 
//FT12FOOl DD &GRAPH.UNIT=DISK, TEMPORARY DATA FOR CRT INPUT MODE JCL 460
 
// DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=2000,BJFNO=1), JCL 462
 
// DISP=(NEW,I)ELETE),SPACE=(TRK,(lt!)),DSN=&IfNPROMPT JCL 464
 
JCL 466
//FT13FOO1 DO I)ISP=SHR,DSN=GJFEM.GTDS.ERRORMSG.DATADCB=BUFNO=1 






//FT15FOO1 DO DDNAME=OBSCARDS OBSERVATION CARDS JCL 472
 








//FT17FOO1 DO UNIT=DISK, OBSERVATIONS WORKING FILE 
 JCL 480
 
// SPACE=(CYL,4) ,DCB=(DSORG=DA,BUFNO=I) 	 JCL 482
 
JCL 484





DISK ORBIT FILE WITH PARTIALS JCL 488





// "SPACE=(6660,240) JCL 492
 
DISK ORBIT FILE WITHOUT PARTIALS JCL 494








//FT21FOOl DO DUMMY, TAPE ORBIT FILE WITH PARTIALS JCL 500
 





TAPE ORBIT FILE WITHOUT PARTIALS JCL 506





// . .- BUFNO=!,),LABEL=(BLP),DISP=SHR ... . . JCL 510
 





// BUFNO=I) JCL 516
 
//FT24FOOl DD UNIT=DISK, 1ST ORB1 OR EPHEIA OUTPUT FILE JCL 518
 
// SPACE=(1RK,(1,20)),DCB=(RECFM=VS,BLKSIZE=2808,BUFNO=l) JCL 520
 
=






//FT27FOO1 DD OISP=SHR,OSN=GJFEM.GTDS.GEODTICS.DATA,DCB=BUFNO=I JCL 526
 
//FT28FOOl D &GRAPH.UNIT=DISK, SATELLITE EPHEMERIS TO SCOPE JCL 528
 
// DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=8O,BLKSIZE=3200,BUFNO=1), JCL 530
 
// SPACE=(1RK,(1,2O)) JCL 532
 
//FT29FO01 DO DUMMY, GTDS OBSERVATION TAPE FILE JCL 534
 
// UNIT=9TRACKDCB=(RECFM=VBS,LRECL=148,BLKSIZE=3408, JCL 536
 
// BFND=I),LABEL=(,BLP),DISP=SHR JCL 538
 
/-/FT-30FOO1 DO DUMMY, DODS OBSERVATION TAPE 





// BUFNO=I),LABEL=(,LP),DISP=SHR JCL 544
 
//FT31FOOl DO DUMMY, GTDS OBSERVATION DISK FILE JCL 546
 
/. IJNIT=DISK,DISP=SHR JCL 548
 
//FT32FOOl DD OISP=SHR,DSN=GRKEL.POBS. DATA JCL 550
 
//FT33FOOl DD DUMMY, SLP TAPE JCL 552
 
/ UNIT=TRACK,I)CB=(RECFM=VSBLKSIZE=346O,BJFNO=1), JCL 554
 
// LABEL=(,BLP),DISP=SHR JCL 556
 
//FT34FOOl DO DUMMY, JPL TAPE JCL 558
 
// UNIT=9TRACK, DCB=(RECFM=VBS,LRECL=304,BLKSIZE=8308, JCL 560
 
// BIFNO=lDEN=2),LABEL=(,ILP,,IN),DISP=SHR JCL 562
 




Attachment 3 (§ 3.8) 
(Continued - 6) 
//FT12FO01 DO gGRAPH.UNIT=DISK, TEMPORARY DATA FOR CRT INPUT MODE JCL*460 
// DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=2000,BUFNO=I), JCL 462 
// DISP=(NEW,DELETE),SPACE=(TRK,(1,1)),DSN=&CINPROMPT JCL 464 
//FT13FOO1 DO DISP=SHRDSN=GJFErj.GTDS.ERRORMSG.DATA,DCB=BUFNO1I JCL 466 
//FT14FOOl DD DISP=SHR,DSN=GJFEM.GTDS.SLP1950.DATA, JCL 468 
1/ LABEL=(,,,IN),DCB=BUFNO= JCL 470 
//FT15FOO DO ODNAME=OBSCARDS OBSERVATION CARDS JCL 472 
//FT16FOO1 OD UNIT=DISK, DATA SIMULATION SUMMARY WORKING FILE JCL 474 
/1 SPACE=(TRK,(1,6)),DCB=(RECF=VBSLRECL=124,BLKSIZE=3352, JCL 476 
// DSORG=[)A,BIIFNO=1) JCL 478 
//FT17FOO1)D UNIT=DISK, OBSERVATIONS WORKING FILE JCL 480 
// SPACE=(CYL,4),DCB=(DSORG=DA,BUFNO=I) JCL 482 
//FT18FOOl DO UNIT=DISK, SLP WORKING FILE JCL 484 
// SPACE=(3520,12),DCB=(DSORG=DA,BUFNO=!) JCL 486 
//FT19FOOl DO DUMMY, DISK ORBIT FILE WITH PARTIALS JCL 488 
// UNTT=DISK,DCB=(RECFM=FBLKSIZE=6660,DSORG=DA,BUFNO=L), JCL 490 
// SPACE=(6660,240) JCL 492 
//FT2OFO01 D DUMMY, DISK ORBIT FILE WITHOUT PARTIALS JCL 494 
// UNIT=DISK,DCB=(RECFM=FBLKSIZE=1092,DSORG=DA,BUFNO=I), JCL 496 
// SPACE=(1092,240) JCL 498 
//FT21FOOT DD DUMMY, TAPE ORBIT FILE WITH PARTIALS JCL 500 
// UNIT=9TRACK,D)CB=(RECFM=VS,LRECL=6664,BLKSIZE=6668, JCL 502 
// BUFNO=I),LABEL=(,BLP),DISP=SHR JCL 504 
//FT22FOOI DI) DUMMY, TAPE ORBIT FILE WITHOUT PARTIALS JCL 506 
/ UNIT-=TRACK,)CB=(RECFM=VS,LRFCL=1096,BLKSIZE=1100, JCL 508 
1/ BUFNO=1),LABEL=(,BLP),DISP=SHR JCL 510 
//FT23FOO1 0 GRAPH.UNIT=DISK, ERROR MESSAGES FOR SCOPE JCL 512 
// SPACE=(IRK,(1,20)),DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3200, JCL 514 
// BUFNO=I) JCL 516 
//FT24FOO1 DO UNIT=DISK, 1ST ORBi OR EPHEM OUTPUT FILE JCL 518 
// SPACE=(TRK,(1,20)),DCB=(RECF=VS,BLKSIZE=2808,BIJFNO=l) JCL 520 
//FT25FOO1 DO DISP=SHR,DSN=GJFEN°GTDS.ELEMENTS.DATA,DCB=BtJFNO=I JCL 522 
//FT26FOO1 DO DISP=SHR,DSN=GJFE.GTOS.D24HOUR.DATA,DCB=BUI-NO=1 JCL 524 
//FT27FO01 DO DISP=SHR,DSN=GJFEIf.GTDS.GEODTICS.DATA,DVB=BUFNU=1 JCL 526 
//FT28FOO1 DO &GRAPH.UNIT=DISK, SATELLITE EPHEMERIS TO SCOPE JCL 528 
1/ DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=32OO,BUFNO=), JCL 530 
// SPACE=(TRK,(1,20)) JCL 532 
//FT29FO01 DD DUMMY, GTDS OBSERVATION TAPE FILE JCL 534 
// UNIT=9TRACK,DCB=(RECFM=VBS,LRECL=148,BLKSIZE=34OR, JCL 536 
// RUFNO=1),LABEL=(,BLP),DISP=SHR JCL 538 
//FT30FO01 DO DUliMY, DODS OBSERVATION TAPE JCL 540 
// UNIT=STRACK,DCB=(RECFM=VBS,LRECL=104,RLKSIZE=1044, JCL 542 
// BUFNO=1),LABFL=(,BLP),DISP=SHR JCL 544 
//FT31FOO1 DO DUMMY, GTDS OBSERVATION DISK FILE JCL 546 
// UNIT=DISK,DISP=SHR JCL 548 
//-FT32FOO1 DO DISP=SHR,DSN=GRKEL.POBS.DATA JCL 550 
//FT33FOO1 DD DUMMY, SLP TAPE JCL 552 
// UNIT=STRACK,DCB=(RECFM=VS,BLKSIZE=3460,BUFNO=), JCL 554 
// LA&EL=(,BLP),DISP=SHR JCL 556 
//FT34F001 DO DUMMY, JPL TAPE JCL 559 
// iNIl =STRACK,I)CB=( RECFM=VBS, LRECL=8304.$LKSIZL=83o8, JCL 560 
// RUFNO=I,OEN=2),LAtHEL=(, BLP , , IN),I)ISP=SHR JCL 562 
//FT35FO01 OD)GRAPH. II IT=)ISy , INTEGRATI(IN STA ISTICS FIOR SCI]PF JCL 564 
1/ SPACE=( IRK, (1,20)),I)CB=(RCFP=FB,LRiCL=8O,BLKSIZF=3200, JCL 506 
// BUIFNI)= I) JCL 568 
!/FT36F001 Do &GRAPH.LINIT=EISK, FINAL ORBIT GENFRATOR DISPLAY FOR SCOP JCL 570 
A. SPACE=(TRK,(1,20)),DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=O,BLKSIZF=3200, JCL 572
 
Attachment 3 (§3. 3) 
(Continued - 7) ­
// RJFNO=1) JCL 574
 
//FT37FOO1 DO &SORT.UNIT=DISK, OBSERVATIONS SORT FILE JCL 576
 
// DCB=(RECFM=VBS,LRECL=148,BLKSIZE=3408,BUFNO=I), JCL 578
 
// SPACE=(CYL,(2,1)) JCL 580
 
//FT38FOOl DO DSN=GJFEM.GTDS.TIMCOF.DATA,DISP=SHR "JCL 582
 
= = I
//FT39FOO1 DO DISP=SHR,DSN=GJFEroGTDS.GENCOF.DATA,DCB BUFNO JCL 584
 
JCL 586
//FT4OFOO1 DO DUMMY PERMANENT FILES TO SCOPE 

//FT41FO01 DO UNIT=DISK, TEMPORARY STARTER ARRAYS JCL 588
 
// SPACE=(TRK,(1,10)),DCB=(RECFM=VBS,LRECL=1452,BUFNO=1, JCL. 590
 
// BLKSIZE=7264) JCL 592
 
//FT42FOO1 DO &GRAPH.UNIT=DISK, OBSERVATION RESIDUALS FOR SCOPE JCL 594
 
// SPACE=(IRK,(1,20)),DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3200, JCL 596
 
// RUFNO=1) JCL 598
 
//FT43FOO1 D &GRAPH.UNIT=DISK, SOLVE PARAMETERS FOR SCOPE JCL 600
 
// SPACE=(TRK,(1,20)),DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3200, JCL 602
 
// BUFNO=I) JCL 604
 
//FT44FO01 DO &GRAPH.UNIT=DISK," ELEMENTS FOR SCOPE -JCL 606
 
// SPACE=(IRK,(1,20)),DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=8O,'BLKSIZE=3200, JCL 608
 
// BUFNO=1) JCL 610
 
//FT45FOOl DO UNIT=DISK, OB&ERVATIONS WORKING FILE HEADER JCL 612
 
// SPACE=(TRK,(1,1)),DCB=(RECFM=VS,BLKSIZE=S28,BUFNO=1), JCL 614
 
// VOL=REF=*.FT17FOO] SAME VOLUME AS THE WORKING FLLE JCL 616
 
//FT46FOO1 DO LABEL=(2,BLP), GTDS OBSERVATION TAPE HEADER JCL 618
 
// DCB=(RECFM=VS,RLKSIZE=928,BIJFNO=I),DISP=SHR, JCL 620
 
// VOL=REF=*".FT29FOO SAME VOLUME AS GTDS TAPE JCL 622
 
//FT47FOO1 D UNIT=DISK.DISP=SHR, GTDS OBSERVATIONS DISK HEADER JCL 624
 
// VOL=REF= .FT31FOOI SAME VOLUME AS GTDS DISK OBSERVATIONS JCL 626
 
//FT48FO01 DO &SORT.UNIT=DISK, OBSERVATIONS SORT FILE HEADER JCL 628
 
// DCB=(RECF=VS,BLKSIZE=928,BIFNO=I), JCL 630
 
// SPACE=(IRK,(5,1)) SAME VOLUME AS OBSERVATION SORT FILE JCL 632
 
//FT49FOO1 DO &GRAPH.UNIT=DISK, D. C. SUMMARY REPORT FOR SCOPE JCL 634
 
// SPACE=(IRK,(1,20)),DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3200, JCL 636
 
// BUFN=) JCL 638
 
//FT5OFOO1 DD DDNAME=DODStJM TRACKING DATA ACOUISITION SUMMARY JCL 640
 
//FT5IFO01 DD DUMMY,UNIT=9TRACK, TELETYPE ELEMENTS REPORT JCL 642
 
// LAREL=(,BLP),DCB=(RECFM=FBt,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=800,BUFNU=I), JCL 644
 
/I OISP=SHR JCL 646
 
//FT52FOO1 DO DUMMY, DATA SIMULATION INPUT DODS TAPE JCL 648
 
// UNIT=9TRACK,DCB=(RECFM=VBS,LRECL=104,BLKSIZE=1044, JCL 650
 
// BUFNf=I),LABEL=(,PLP),DISP=SHR JCL 652
 
//FT53FO01 DO DUMiMY,I)CB=(RECF=FB,LRECL=8,BLKSIZE=800),UNIT=2314, JCL 654
 
// DISP=SHR JCL 656
 
//FT54FOO1 DD DUMMY, CHEBYSHEV EPHEMERIS FOR POP-11- JCL 658
 
// UNIT=9TRACK,LAREL=(1,BLP), JCL 660
 
II DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=316,BLKSIZE=316,DENI=2,BUFNO=1) JCL 662
 
//FT5SFOO1 DD £GRAPH.LNIT=&UNIT GRAPHICS DEVICE (2250) JCL 664
 
//FT56FOO1 DO bUMMY, STADAN OBSERVATION TAPE JCL 666
 
// UNIT=9TRACK,DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=8000,DEN=2, JCL 668
 
I/ BUFNO=1),LAREL=(,BLP),DISP=SHR JCL 670
 
//FTSYFOO1 DO UNIT=DISK, SCRATCH AREA FOR COMMON JCL 672
 
// SPACE=(TRK,(1,1O)),DISP=(NEN,I)ELETE),DC=BUFNO=I JCL 674
 
//FT5MFOO1 DD INIT=2314, IONOSPHERE WORKING FILE JCL 676
 
// SPACE=( 1332,20),I)CI=(DSU1RG=OA, BUFNO=l),I)SN=CCWIIV]O JCL 678
 
//FTSYFO0] DO I)ISP=SHR,tSN=GJIFEW.GTDS.SOLDAT.DATA,DCB=BUFNO=1 JCL 680
 
//Fl'TcFOOI Dr IISP=SH'(,DSN=(GJEF-;.GTDS.ACCOUJNT.DAI'A,DCIf=I3UFNO=1 JCL 682
 
IIFT6E F001 1)1) DUMMY, l)CH=)S('RG=Dk JCL 684
 
//FT6ziFOOl 01) I)ISP=SHR,DOSN=GRKEL.PELS.IATA DUDS ELEMENTS JCL 686
 
//FT65FOOl D) UNIT=23]4, IONOSPHERE WnRKING FILE JCL 688
 
Attachment 3 (§ 3.3) 
(Continued - 8) 
// SPACE=(TRK,(1,20),RLSE),DCB=(DSORG=DA,BtJFNO=I), JCL 690
 
// DSN=&IOIDAT JCL 692
 
//FT66FO01 DO DUMMY, REAL TIME IONOSPHERE DATA JCL 694
 
// UNIT=2314,SPACE=(lRK,(1,20)),DCB=BUFNO=1 JCL 696
 
//FT67FOO1 DO DUMMY, REAL TIME IONOSPHERE DATA JCL 698
 
// UNIT=23J4,SPACE=(I416,151),DCB=(DSORG=DA,BUFNO=l) JCL 700
 
//FT68FOO1 DDLDISP=SHR,DSN=GJFEM.GTDS.TRODAT.DATA,DCB=BUFNO=I JCL 702
 
//FT7OFOO1 DO DUMMY,UNIT=2314,OISP=SHR JCL 704
 
//FT75FO01 DD DISP=SHR,DSN=GJFEM4.GTDS.JACCHIA.DATA JCL 706
 
//FT77FOO1 DO UNIT=DISK, EPHEM WORKING FILE JCL 708
 
// SPACE=(TRK,(1,20)),OCB=(RECFM=VSBLKSIZE=2808,BUFNO=I) JCL 710
 
//FT78FOOi DO DUMMY,t'NIT=(2321,3), JCL 712
 
// DISP=SHR,DCB=BUFNO=1, JCL 714
 
/1 DSN=GRKEL.L'ODS.DATA.POBSDC.DATA JCL 716
 
//FT81FOO1 DO UNIT=DISK, 2ND ORB1 OR EPHEM OUTPUT FILE JCL 718
 
// SPACE=(IRK,(1,20)),DCB=(RECFM=VS,BLKSIZE=2808,BUFNO=) JCL 720
 
//FT82FOO1 DD DUMMY, COMPARE SEQ ORBIT FILE 2, WITH PARTS .JCL 722
 
// UNIT=9TRACK,DCB=(RECFM=VSLRECL=6664,BLKSIZE=6668, JCL 724
 
Y/ BUFNO=1),LABEL=(,BLP),DISP=SHR JCL 726
 
//FT83FOOl DD UNIT=DISK, 3RD ORBI OR EPHEM OUTPUT FILE JCL 728
 
// SPACE=(TR,(1,20)),DCB=(RECFi=VSBLKSIZE=28O8,BUFNO=1) JCL 730
 
-//FT84FOO1 DD DUMMY, COMPAPE SEQ ORBIT FILE 2, W/O PARTS JCL 732
 
// JNIT=YTRACK, OCB=(RECFM=VS,LRECL=1096,BLKSIZE=1100, JCL 734
 
// BJFNO=1),LABFL=(,fLP),DISP=SHR JCL 736
 
//FTR5FOO1 DO UNIT=IISK, 4TH ORB1 OR EPHEM OUTPUT FILE JCL 738
 
// SPACE=(IRK,(1,20)),DCB=(RECFM=VS,3LKSIZE=2808,BUFNO=1) JCL 740
 
//FT86FOO1" DO DUMMY, COMPARE DA ORBIT FILE 2, WITH PARTS JCL "742
 
// UNI'T=UISKDCB=(RECFMj'=F,ILKSIZE=6660,DSIRG=D,BUF1h'O=l), JCL 744
 
// SPACE=(6660,240)" JCL 746
 
//FTS7FOO1 DO UNIT=DISK, 5TH ORBi OR EPHEM OUTPUT FILE JCL 748
 
// SPACE=(TRK,(1,20)),DCB=(RECFM4=VS,BLKSIZE=280,BUFNO1=) JCL 750
 
//FT88FOOl DO DUMMY, COMPARE DAORBIT FILE 2, W/O PARTIALS JCL 752
 
1/ UN'IT=DISK,DCR=(RECFM=FBLKSIZE=1O92,DS(IRG=DA,BUFNO=1), JCL 754
 
// SPACE=(1092,240) JCL 756
 
//FTS1FO01 DI) DUMMY, USB OBSERVATIONS (72-BYTE) JCL 758
 
1/ UNIT=9TRACKDCB=(RECFM=VBS,LRECL=76,BLKSIZE=5248), JCL 760
 
I/ OISP=SHR JCL 762
 
//FT97FO01 DD DUMiY, DCB=(RECFM=FB,LRECL=80 BLKSIZE=8O) JCL 764
 
//INPUTPDS DO DU1.MY, CRT INPUT JCL 766
 
// tJNIT=2314,DISP=SHR JCL 768
 
I/NUCLEUS D0 DI SP=SHR, VOL=REF=SYS1. SVCL IBDCB=BUFND=1 JCL 770
 
//SYSOUT DO &SORT.SYSOUT=A > IrBM JCL 772
 
//S-YSIDUMP DD SYSOUT=ASPACE=(TRK, 10) JCL 774
 


















C TO PROVIDE AN EXECUTIVE PROGRAM FOR CONTROL OF THE 

64250004
C GTDS ORBIT DETERMINATION SUBSYSTEM 

64250005















C COMMON BLOCK VARIABLES 

64250011
C IEOF = -END-OF-FILE FLAG 

IPRMPT= CRT INPUT MODE INDICATOR(1=YES, 2=NO) 64250012
 
C IND48 TYPE RUN INDICATOR 64250013
 
C I= DIFFERENTIAL CORRECTION 
 .64250014
 
C 2= ORBIT GENERATOR 
 64250015
 
C 3= DATA SIWULATION 
 64250016
 
C -4= ORBIT COMPARE 
 64250017
 
C 5= DATA MANAGEMENT 
 64250018
 
C 6= PERMANENT FILE REPORT C, 
 64250019
 
C 7= ERRQR ANALYSIS 64250020
 
64250021
C ITYPE = 0 FOR AN ODS RUN 
C - 1 FOR A PERMANENT FILE MAINTENANCE RUN 64250022 
C NBRDC = NUI.BER OF CURRENT-D.C. RUN . . 64250023 
64250024C NBRRUN= NUMBER OF CURRENT RUN 

C NOPTS = THE FRN OF THE OPTIONS INPUT DATA SET 64250025
 
C NOIJT = THE FRN OF THE PRINTER OUTPUT 
 64250026
 
C IEXCNT= EXECUTIVE CONTINUATION INDICATOR (1=YES ,2=NO) 64250027
 
C IPASWD= PASSWORD OF NBTST FILE 64250028
 
NBTST RECORD NUMBERTO USE. 64250029
C ITSTR = 
C NBNOM FRN OF NOMINAL BENCHMARK CASES 64250030 














C PROGRAM MODIFICATIONS 

64250039
C 04/10/72 W.N. WESTON, GSFC 

64250040
C (A) READ AND WRITE INPUT DATA SET 
C (B) STORE NOMINAL COMMON BLOCK VALUES TO A TEMPORARY DATA SE64250041 
C 06/15/72 D. BUSHI, C&S INC 64250042 
C UPDAIE TO CALL THE EARLY ORBIT PROGRAM 64250043 
C AUGUST 1, 1972 J.FEIN COMPUTER SCIENCES CORPORATION 64250044 
C A) CALL DSPEXC(DATA SIMULATION PROGRAM) INSTEAD OF DOGGON 64250045 
C 09/14/72 J. E. DUNN, JR., COMPUTER SCIENCES CORPURATION 64250046 
C (A) ADDED PAGING CONTROL FOR PRINT-OUT 64250047 
C (B) MODIFIED ERROR PROCESSING LOGIC 64250048 
C (C) ADDED CALL TO WRKREP AFTER WFCONT CALL 64250049 
C 10/12/72 J. E. DUNN, JR., CUMPUIER SCIENCES CORPURATION 64250050 
C (A) DELEIED WRITF OF COMON BLOCK EDIT 64250051 
C (B) DELETED COMMON BLOCK EDI1 60250052 
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C (C) DELEIED COMMON BLOCK WORKER 64250053 
C MODIFIED ON JAN 25,1973 E. JAHN, CSC 6425005,4 
C IMPLEMENT CR1 MODEINPUT 64250055 
C 10/27/72 0. BUSHI, CS INC 64250056 
C (A) UPDATE TO CALL 1HE EPHEMERIS COMPARISON PROGRAM 64250057 
C NOV 1972 BY ANN WELKER , C S C 64250058
 
C A) ADD CALCULATIONS FOR TEST MODE 	 64250059
 
64250060
C MODIFIED ON MARCH 25,1973 E. JAHN, C.S.C. 
C CHANGE CALLING SEQUENCE TO CRTIN 64250Q61 
C MODIFIED ON OCTOBER 25,1973 BY E. JAHN, C.S.C. 64250062 





IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z) 64250066
 




COMMON/DCFL / DPDFL(2425) 64250069 
COMMON/DCI.NPT/ OPDCP ('300) ,I'NTDCP(200), ,LOGDCP(72)64250070 
COMMON/DCINI / DPOCI (432) ,INTDC-I( 26) 6425b071 
COMMON/FRC / DPFRC(1300) ,INTFRC( 38) 64250072 
COMMON/INTEG / DPINT (149) ,INTINT( - 2), 64250073 
COMMON/SATMAN/ HPSTM (164) ,INTSTM(10) 6 425 0 07t 
COMMON/SAPOS/ DPS&TP (100) . ,I-NTSTP(- 6) 64250075 
COMMON/SCOPE /i(;SP ,NO ,12250 ,IATL ,IGDS(14),6-4250076 
ISCOPE ,NOBSO 64250077 
COMMON/SECIN / DLSEC (675) ,INTSEC(325.) 64250078 
COMMON/SLPOPT/ PPSLP ( 1) ,INTSLP( 12) 64250079 
Cfl MN/-STAGEOJ/ OPSTA(435) ,INTSTA(182) ,LSTA(80) 6/1250080 
COMMON/TI TLE / HEADER(9,6) ,MODWF(6) 64250081 
COMMON/FILES / INFILE-(100) 64250082 
COMMON/SWITCH/ INSW(200) 64250083 
64250081-C 






EOIUIVALENCE (ROUT ,11\FILE(22) 	 ),64250088
 
* (NOPTS ,INFILE(21) ),64250089 
'NOIDS t INFILE (57) ),64250090 
(N048 I'NSW (48) ),64250091 
(IEOF INSW(164) ),64250092 




(IPRkPT INSW4175) ) 64250095 
EQUIVALENCE (NBNOM ,INFILE(72)), 64250096 
(\BTST INFILE(73)) 64250097 
E0UIVALE-NCE (IPASWD ,INSW(190)), 64250098 
* - (ITSTR ,INSW(189)) 64250099 
EQUIVALENCE (XTO(1) DPI)CI(1) ),.642501-00 
(XDTO[ I) tDPDC I(4) ),64-250101 
* 	 (RMS DPOFL(1675) ) 64250,102 
EQ'UIVALENCE (POSN 1REC(l)), 64250103 
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* 	 (VELN ,IREC(3)), 64250104 
(RMSS ,IREC(5)), 64250105 
(SPRi ,IREC(7)), 64250106 
* 	 (SPR2 ,IREC(9)) 64250107 






INSw( 45 )=2 












C CALL SUBROUTINE SETDAF TO SUPPLY FORTRAN I/0 SUBROUTINES WITH 64250117 










* 8 Fortran statement deleted 64250133
 
BLOCK VALUES TO DATA SET 64250134
C WRITE NOMINAL COMMON 
64250135C 
WRITE(NOTDS) DPDCP ,IiNTDCP ,LUGDCP ,DPDCI ,I\TDCI ,64250136 
* 	 DPFRC , INTFRC , 64250137 
DPINT ,INTINT ,DPSTM ,INTSTM , 64250138 
* DPSTP ,INTSTP ,DPSEC ,INTSEC , 64250139 
DPSLP ,INTSLP ,DPSTA ,INTSTA ,LSTA .64250140 









// CONDl=( 5, LT) ,T I fE=(O, 30) , REG ION=252K 
//NEWLIN DO DIhIMY 
//1APELIB DD DJiMY, IC=(RECFM=FB, LRECL=80,BLKSIZE=3200) 
//LADL IB DI) DUMMY 
//MYL IS DO DSN=ORBGEN. GTDS. LU'L)DULt DISP=SHR 
//SYSUT1 DO UNIT=SYS ItDISP=(NEL,,I)ELEiE),SPACE=(CYL,(2,1)) 
//LKED. SYSLIB DD DSNAIE=SYS1.FORILIBtDISP=SHR
 
// 	 DD DSNAM,,E=SYS2.FtWTSSPDISP=SHR 
//SYSPRINT O0 	 SYSIUT=A,UCB=(LRECL=120,RECFM-=FBA,BLKSIZE=600)
 
//SYSLMOD DD UNIl =IJSEROA,DI SP=( NEW,CATLG), 
// DSNO=RRGEN. GTDS.NEWLHIAD(MAIN),SPACE=(CYL, (1,1I)) 
//LKEP.SYSLIN 0)D 1)SNAf' E=*. STEPI .CMP.SYSL IN, DISP=( OLD, IEULE E) 
// O To include object deck to open Units 1-99. 
* Changes made to suit OSU Computer System. 
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ENTRY MAIN OVLY 2 
REPLACE BLKLET, PLTDMP,OUICKY,TYPLIN,UCS,TYPWRITE OVLY 4 
INCLUDE TAPELIB OVLY 6 
REPLACE RTOBS, VPFORC, GOFUNO, G024,SELRUN OVLY 8 
*INCLUDE MYLIB(GTDS) 
OVERLAY RFG1SEG1 OVLY 12 
INSERT READER,IHCSLOG, IHCSSCN,IHCFRXPI,IHCFRXPR,IHCSEXP,GSCALE,CPLOT$ OVLY 14 
INSERT DATE, EDI TT,GR I D,:GRDNUM, HORL IN, MINT, PLOTST, SCHAR, SC4020, TIMi]PG OVLY 16 
OVERLAY REGISEGI OVLY IF 
INSERT ORRIT,INTP OVLY 20 
INSERT WORKER, HEMIIR,T IMREG, VCROSS OVLY 22 
OVERLAY REGISEG2 ' 0VLY 2 tz
INSERT FORCES,DPART,SECHEK,SECUPD,DFIX, I'NV2,OSMEAN,BRWORB,DKEPLR OVLY 26 
OVERLAY REGISEG3 -OVLY 28 
INSERT ORBITB,RESINB,INIOGA,BROCOR UVLY 30 
OVERLAY REGISEG3 OVLY 32 
INSERT CSHAD,AERO,ORAGV,FAPX,'FORCV,HARON,HARMV,HEIGHT OVLY 34 
INSERT PMASS,PIASSV, SECHKN,SLRADV, SOLRAD,SPART,PANEUV OVLY 36 
INSERT SUMS,TESTH,IWOBDY,VARFRC,RESIJME,SPARTV OVLY 38 
rNSERT GMTRA, TOI3ODY OVLY 40 
INSERT ANPART,BURN,KBURNV,SCATT,TKPTC OVLY 42 
OVERLAY REGTSEC4 OVLY 44 
-INSERT COVUP,-OLTAB,GVCV.LSYMYIV OVLY 46 
OVERLAY REGZSEG4 OVLY 48 
INSERT LG5,PARTE OVLY 50 
OVERLAY REG1SEG4 OVLY 52 
I-NSFRT ATHOS OVLY 54 
OVERLAY RFG-1SG4 OX'LY 56 
INSERT JACROR,DRAGCN (VLY 52 
OVERLAY REGISEG5 -VLY 60 
I,NSERT LOWHALT ,ROOTS OVLY 62 
OVER'LAY REG1SEG6 OVLY 64 
INSERT DIFFDE OVLY 66 
OVERLAY REGISEG6 OVLY 68 
INSERT BARODE OVLY 70 
OVERLAY REG1S4EG5 OVLY 72 
INSERT HIAiT,,JDCCWF OVLY 74 
OVERLAY RFGtSEG2 OVLY 76 
INSERT GET.HF)R,ORBI1F, IdM!TOGF,ERRGET OVLY 78 
OVERLAY REG)SEG3 OVLY 80 
INSERT GREC),OUTEC] OVLY 82 
INSERT CNPVCT, GREC2, OUTEC2 OVLY 84 
OVERLAY REG1SEG3 OVLY eo
 
INSERT DSPIING,,DSPCBK,DSPFL,TPSCHL ilVLY" 88
 
OVERLAY REG1SEG4 OVLY- 90
 
INSERT INTI)EP, OUTI)SI, EVENT, GETOSP, GR0SI OV.LY 92
 
OVERLAY REG1SEG4 DVLY 94
 
INSERT DSPS[IrI, GAtJSS, ODSWR, OU'I'OS2, SCHDUL,NOCCLT,RANDU OVLY " 96
 
OVERLAY REGi'SEG4 OVLY 98
 
INSERT OUTDS3, GI)SSUM, STARPT, BCD OVLY 100
 
OVERLAY REGISEi fIVLY 102
 
INSFRT WECfNT OV'LY ]Of
 
OVERLAY REGISEG2 OVLY 106
 
* Member 'GTDS' as obtained from GSFC. 
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OVLY 154OVERLAY REGISEG5 

OVLY 156










































































UVLY 2M.INSERT RESNTT 
OVLY 210OVERLAY REGISEG5 
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(Continued - 6) 
OVERLAY REGISEG4 OVLY 218
 
INSERT ORBINT OVLY 220
 
OVERLAY REGISEGA OVLY 222
 
INSERT CROSSR,EOMOTR,ORBITR OVLY 224
 
OVERLAY REGISEG5 OVLY 226
 









































OVLY 258INSERT RESWRM 












 flVLY 268 
INS'ERT RUNACC,STADRO,OUTDC6 CIVLY 270 
OVERLAY R'Eg1SEG5 OVLY 272 

































INSERT ANTRA,OBS,QBSCOR,OBSP,OPSRO,READNF,SOkREG,TRAiNF,.OBSUSB,OHSUS1 OVLY 298 
INSERT TRtIANO,EIGT,OUTDCS,IBPN-T,CNVPCK,'A333,OfSED,1CONVO,I'TERCT OVLY -00 
OVERLAY REG2SEG3 OVLY 302 




OVERLAY REG2SEG5 UVLY 308 
INSERT PRFLPF,MAGFINSICOJT,OKSICO,GK,DKGK,ITONGET OVLY 310 
INSE'RT TROPOA, TROGET, F,A'SC OVLY 312 
OVERLAY REG2SEG5 OVLY 314 
INS ERT PRFLRT, INTERF',REI:GET, TABLES OVLY 216 
OVERLAY REG2SEG3 OVLY 31,8 
INSERT CORCSC,REFCON, IONOSP,SZZ,VCROSW (JVLY 320 
OVERLAY REQ2SEGH M'LY 322 
LjVLY 224INSERT IHCLSCNH, INVL 
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INSERT PSEIMATCON,ELSIGELSIGI,PPLHXY OVLY 412
 
OVERLAY REG2SEG2 (1VLY 414
 
INSERT GRREPTyGRDC2,GRPROM,FDORA OVLY 416
 
OVERLAY REG2SEG2 OVLY 418
 









INSERT GFTCMP,CmPfPT, PLOTTP OVLY 528 
OVLY 430OVERLAY RFG2SEGI 
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(Continued - 8) 
OVERLAY REG2SEG2 OVLY 434
 
INSERT WRKREP OVLY 436
 
INSERT OUTWAD,OUTWEL,OUTWIC,OtJTWMNOUTWPC,OUTWSC,OUTWIR,OUTVJOB OVLY 438
 
INSERT OUTWSL,OUTWTC OVLY 440
 
OVERLAY REG2SEG2 OVLY 442
 
INSERT PFRCON 
 OVLY 444 
INSERT OIJTPAO,OEJTPEL,OIJTPIC,OUTPIR,OUTP(IB,OUTPPC,OUTPSL OVLY 446 
INSERT OUTPTC,OU424H,OUTPMNOUTPSC OVLY 448 
OVERLAY REG3SEGL(REGION) OVLY 450 
INSERT .EPHGEN OVLY 452 
OVERLAY REG3SEG2 OVLY L-54 
INSERT OJTG2,OUTOG3,OUTOG4,0UTPAR,,PRINT,UN-IT,OUTMAP OVLY 456 
OVERLAY REG3SEG2 OVLY 458 
INSERT ACWFRP,ADWqFRP, EPWFRP,FSWFRP, IGRPH2,LPWFRP,OGMENU .OVLY 460 
OVERLAY REG3SEG2 OVLY 462 
INSERT OGBUG OVLY 464 
OVERLAY REG3SEGI OVLY 466 
INSERT EPHCHIP, RDORBI,ADDYMO,ADTIME OI'LY 46, 
OVERLAY REGBSE.G1 OVLY 470
 
INSERT DCING,'DCFL,DCBUG,STAGE1 OVLY 472
 
OVERLAY REG3SEG2 OVLY ,474
 
INSERT DC,,ITERCT OV-LY 476
 
OVERLAY REG3SEG2 OVLY 478
 
INSERT DSPEXC OVLY 480
 
OVERLAY REG3SEGI OVLY 482
 
INSERT GRERR,DIMPER JVLY 484
 
OVERLAY REG3SEGI OVLY 486
 
INSERT .SETRUN,MSGWTR,OKERR,CKSCOP 'OVLY 488
 
OVERLAY 'REG3SEG2 OVLY 490
 
INSERT - SETANL OVLY 492
 
OVERLAY REG3-5EG2 OVLY 494
 
INSERT,.- SETCMP OVLY 496
 
OVERLAY REG3SEt2 OVLY 498
 
INSE RT -SETOC OVLY 500
 
OVERLAY REG3SEG2 OVLY 502
 
INSERT SETDM,DIFF OVLY 50z
 
OVERLAY REG3SEG2 OVLY 506
 
INSERT SEIRPT,SETPFR OVLY 5OP
 
OVERLAY REG3SEG2 OVLY 510
 
INSERT CRTIN,GRCARO,RI)PDS,CSTAE, INTGR OVLY 512
 
OVERLAY REG3SEG1 OVLY 514
 
INSERT EARLYO,SECULA,RANGLE,EO,ELEMGN,ANGLES,POLRT OVLY 516
 
P* 
//GO EXEC PGM=MAIN,1,TIME=(5,00),REGION=504K 
//STEPLIB DD DSN=ORBGEN.,GTOS.NEWLOAD,DISI)=SHR 
//GO.FTOIFO01 *DO ISN=ORBGEN.GTDS. DIRECTRY.DATA, 
// UNIT=3330,VOL=SER=IRCC4,DISP=SHR' 
.//GO. FTO2FOO1 DO DSNi=ORBGEN..GTDS. ATMOS-DEN. DATA, 
// LtUNIT=330,VOL=SER=IRCC?4,DISP=SHR 
* New Partition Data Set as created in Step 2 and Member name changed to 'MAIN.' 
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//GO.FTO3FOO1 DD DSN=ORBGEN.GTDS.MANEJVER.DATA, 
// UNIT=3330,VOL=SER=IRCC714,DISP=SHR 
//GO.FTO4FOOl " DD SN=ORBGEN.GIDS.ASTROCON.DATA, 
// JNIT=3330, VOL=SER=IRCC74,DISP=SHR 
//GO. FTO6FO01 DD SYSOUT=A 
//G).FTO7FOO1 DD SYSOUT=B 
//GO.FTOBFOO1 DD DSN=ORBGEN.GTDS.EARTHFLD.DATA, 
/1 UNIT=3330,VOL=SER=IRCG74,DISP=SHR 
//GO.FTO9FOO1 DD DSN=ORBGEN.GTDS.LIJNARFLD.DATA, 
// UNIT=3330,VOL=SER=IRCC74,DISP=SHR 
//GO. FTIOFOO1 DD OSN=ORBGEN.GTDS. INTCOEF.DATA, 
// UNIT=3330,VOL=SER=IRCC74,DISP=SHR 
//GO.FTlFOO1 DD DSN=ORBGEN.GTDS.SECTIONS.DATA, 
// UNIT=3330,VOL=SER=IRCC74, ISP=SHR 
//GO.FT13FOO1 DD DSN=ORBGEN.GTDS.ERRORMSG.DATA 
// UIT=3330,VOL=SER=IRCC4,DISP=SHR 












 //GO.FT1SFOO1 'DO UNIT=JSEROASPACE=(3520,2),DCB=(DSURG=DA,BUFNO )
 




















//GO.FT27FOO1 DO I)SN=ORBGEN.GTDS.GEODTICS.DATA, 
// UNIT=3330,VOL=SER=IRCC71,DISP=SHR 
//GO.FT3OFOO1 DD DSN=g&FMOBS,UNIT=USERDA, 
// DISP=(NEIW,PASS),SPACE=(CYL,(5,1)) 
//GO.FT3SFOO1 DO )SN=ORBGEN.GTDS.TIMCUF.I)ATA, 
1/ IJIT=3330VOL=SER=IRCC1,DISP=SHR 





















Note: 	 The JCLs in "GO" Step would require changes according to a different job (see Attach­
ment 6 also).
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// (8000,5000),CLASS=D
 
//STEP1 EXEC PROC=FCORTR/dG,PARrI=MAP,U)',TIME.CMP=(O,15) 
//CMP.SYSIN DO * 































Object Deck and Overlay Structure from Attachment 4 
Note: In statement 'Include MyLib(GTDS)', member name would now be punched as 'MAIN.' 
//GO EXEC PGM4-*.STEP2.SYSLMOD,TIME=(04,10),REGION=504K 
//G0.FTOlFO01 DO DSN=IORRGEN.GTDS.DIRFCTRY.DATA, 
// LINIT=330,VL=SER=IRCC74,DISP=SHR 
//GC) FTO2FOOl I)0 DSN=ORBCEN. (,TDS.ATMOSDEN.DATA, 
// UNIT=3330,VrlL=SER=IRCC74,OISP=SHR
 
//GD. FTO3FO01 DD I)SI=ORIBGEN. (;TDS.MANEUVER. DATA, 
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SP4CE=( 1092, 240) , F)CB=( RECFfA=F, BLI'\SIZE=lC92tL)SOPG=I)ABUFi\L)=l) 
//GO.FT22FOOl DD DSiN=&&ORBFSPACE=(CYL,(5,1)),
 

















//GO.FT30FOOl DD I)Si\i=&f' Ff-II)BS, jlqlT=USER[)A, 
DISP=(NEWPASS),SPACE=(CYL,(5,1))
 
































/ * S ETD P LJNIT=TAPE9,ID=(,Jl58tWRITECLGS29) 
//GO EXEC PGfl=MA 119, 1 I-VE= ( 9 T45) 
























//GO.FT09FOol DO USl\l=OR8GENl.GTDS. LUWARFLD. DATA, 
J/ UNIT=3330,VOL=SER=IRCC74,DISP=SHP 
//GO.FTIOFOOI DO DSN=ORBGEN.GTDS.INTCOEF.DATA, 
UNIT=3330,VOL=SE.R=IRCC-14,DISP=SHR
 












//GO.FT16F001 DO Ui\-IT USERDA, SPACE=f CYL, ( li 1 
DCB=(RECFIi=%/tSLPECL=124ttiLKSIZE=3352, DSORG=DA,6UFN0=l) 

















(jjNIT=USERDA, DISP=(j\jFlJ, PASS ) 
//GO.FT24F001 DO Ljf\.,IT=T'[,PE9,LPB-,L=(lBLP),DISP=(OLI),KEEP),
 
// DCB=( RECFM=VS, BLKSI ZE=2808, BUFN0=1 ) VOL= (PRIVATERETAIN, SER=CU(,EtJS) 






//GO.FT27F001 DO DSNl=0RBGEN. (,TDS.GEOUT ICS. DATA, 
t)[\IT=3330,VOL=SER=IRCC7!,DISP=SHR
 




//GO.FT30F001 OD DSN=Ff.Ft CiBSUNI'I=tJSERDA, 
// [)ISP=( IE14,P/\SS),SPACE=(CYL,(5,1))
 
//GD.FT31-F001 OD tjP\11=tSEPDAPC13=(RECFf !=VBSLRECL=)z-8,BLKSIZE=3408)
 
-DIS'P=( NEW, PASS) - SPACF=(CYL, ( 1, 1) )­
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//GO.FT37FO01 lDD DSf=SIRUK.'IT=USEFRDA,SPACE=(CYL,12,1)), 
// DCB=(RFCFM=VBS, LRECL=148,BLKSIZE=3408,BUFNO=I),DISP={NEW,PASS)
 























//GO.FT57FO01 DO UN]T=USERDA,SPACE=(TRK,(10,10)), 
// DCB=BUFNO=1, 0ISP=(NEIW,DELETE) 
//GO.FT58FO01 DO UI\IT=USERDA,SPACE=(1332,20), 
// DCB=(DSORG=DA,BUFNO=i),DSIh=&SWIONO, 
// DISP=(NEW,PASS) 
//GO. FT59FOO1 DO OSN=ORBGEN.GTDS. SOLDAT. DATA, 
// UtJtJIT=3330, VOL=SER=IRCC7 !, DISP=SHR 
//GO.FT6OFOO1 DO DSN=ORBGEN.GTDS.ACCOUNT.DATA, 
// IJNIT=3330, VOL=SER=IRCC71,DISP=SHR 
//GO.FT63FO01 DO UNIT=USEDA,DCB=DSORG=DA, 
// SPACE=(CYL, (1,1)) ,DISP=(NEW,PASS) 
//GO.FT65FO01 DO 1JI 'T=USERDA,SPACE=(TRK,(1,20)),i]SN=& I 11-DmfI//DCB= ( DSORG=D A, tUFlr=1 WO, AT 
//GO.FT66FO01 DO DUMMY
 













//GO.FT77FO01 DO UNIT=JSERDASPACE=(TRK, (1,20))
 







//Gf. FT82FO01 DO DtJIli.iY
 










//GO. FT86FO01 DO DUMMY
 
//Gf.FT87FOO1 D ULJNIT=USERIA, SPACE= (TRK, ( 1,20)),
 
// DCB=(RECFM=VS,BLKSTZE=2808,BUFNO= ),LISP=(NEW,PASS) 
//GO.FTPFFO01 DO DUIJMY 
//GO. FT9tFO0I DO IUMMY 
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